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Earth Science

391529 INTO THE HEART OF OUR WORLD: A Journey to the Center of the Earth: A Remarkable Voyage of Scientific Discovery. By David Whitehouse. An enthralling and extraordinary adventure vividly charting the mysteries of the deep Earth, the history of our planet, and the latest discoveries about its inner core. 16 pages of photos, some color. 270 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95 $6.95

3999552 THIS IS PLANET EARTH. By New Scientist. Discover the oldest years of Earth and its very unusual moon. Get to know its deeply mysterious interior and the talented sculptor of its landscapes in Stone. By Alan McKirdy. The archipelago of Orkney, and Shetland are products of some of the most dramatic events which have occurred in the Earth's history. This work tells the incredible geological story of the most northerly outpost of the British Isles. Well illus. in color. 48 pages. Birlinn. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

3728933 ORKNEY AND SHETLAND: Landscapes in Stone. By Alan McKirdy. The archipelago of Orkney, and Shetland are products of some of the most dramatic events which have occurred in the Earth's history. This work tells the incredible geological story of the most northerly outpost of the British Isles. Well illus. in color. 48 pages. Birlinn. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

3719391 THE WORLD IN A GRAIN: The Story of Sand. By David MacKinnon. How sand forms, from its microscopic origins to its role as a major player in the Earth's climate and the dynamics of the oceans. 296 pages. Riverhead. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $9.95

3700260 THE LAST HOURS OF ANCIENT SUNLIGHT, REVISED. By Thom Hartmann. Details what is happening to our planet, the reasons for our culture's blind behavior, and how we can fix the problem. 378 pages. Three Rivers. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

3814629 THE PERMACULTURE PROMISE. By Jono Neiger. Presented here are 22 ways that permaculture can help us achieve the goal to provide for our collective selves and regenerate the natural world. This groundbreaking approach moves beyond sustainability connecting all the systems of human life, including gardening, housing, transportation, energy, and how we structure our communities. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Stoney. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

3740153 UNSTOPPABLE: Harnessing Science to Change the World. By Bill Nye. One of the most recognizable names in science applies his message of technological optimism to one of the most serious challenges facing our species: climate change. Nye reframes the crisis as a tremendous opportunity for our society to rethink the way we live to create a cleaner, healthier, smarter world. 341 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $26.99 $9.95

3820693 THE ANTHROPOCENE DISRUPTION. By Robert William Sandford. In what is now being heralded as the Second Copernican Revolution, earth scientists have discovered that our self-regulating planetary life support system is a single, dynamic, integrated system, and not a collection of ecosystems as we once thought. This narrative addresses some of the most challenging questions of our time. 158 pages. Rocky Mountain Books. Pub. at $20.00 $14.95

3704602 HOW TO GIVE UP PLASTIC: A Guide to Changing the World, One Plastic Bottle at a Time. By Will McCallum. A straightforward guide that will help you make small changes to eliminate plastic waste from your life. It also contains a wealth of facts, stories of the groups working to bring about change, and a section forbeginners and activists to get plastic out of their community. Plastic is not going away without a fight, and this resource will help you take the first steps to save our planet. 208 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95
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Environmental & Ecology

**2587203** EARTH-SHELTERED HOUSES: How to Build an Affordable Underground Home at the End of Time. By Jeff Nesbit. An earth-sheltered, earth-roofed home has the least impact upon the land of all housing styles, leaving almost zero footprint on the carbon and creating a dwelling in harmony with the environment. This guide brings earth-sheltered construction up to date, with plenty of practical help for those wanting to construct one. Photos, some color. 255 pages. New Society. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

**3746461** THIS IS THE WAY THE WORLD ENDS: How Droughts and Wildfires, Heat Waves and Hurricanes Are Converging on America. By Jeff Nesbit. Tells the real stories of the substantial impacts to Earth's systems unfolding across each continent. The bad news? Within two decades or so, our carbon budget will reach a point of no return. But there is good news, and Nesbit provides a clear blueprint for real-time, workable solutions we can tackle together. 316 pages. Picador. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

**3734080** END TIMES: A Brief Guide to the End of the World. By Bryan Walsh. This compelling work peels back the layers of complexity around the unthinkable and impossible, and makes it relevant to our daily lives. From asteroids and artificial intelligence to volcanic super eruptions to nuclear war, the author provides a stunning panoramic view of the threats to the human race. 406 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $29.00. $21.95

**2955598** THE UNHABITABLE EARTH: Life After Warming. By David Wallace-Wells. Brings into stark relief the climate troubles that await—food shortages, refugee emergencies, and other crises that will reshape the globe. This work is both a meditation and a manual for navigating the vital step between ourselves and an impassioned call to action. 310 pages. Crown. Pub. at $27.00. $19.95

**5962579** MYCORRHIZAL PLANET: How Symbiotic Fungi Work with Roots to Support Plant Life,土, and Soil Fertility. By Michael Phillips. Offers new insights into the invisible world beneath our feet, explaining the crucial, symbiotic role that fungi play in everything from healthy plants to healthy soils to a healthy planet. Timely information for anyone concerned with maintaining and restoring the health of our soils, our climate, and the quality of life on Earth for generations to come. Illus., in color. 244 pages. Chelsea Green. 80% off! Pub. at $40.00. $29.95

**8695350** THE WORLD IN A GRAIN: The Story of Sand and How It Transformed Civilization. By Vince Beiser. After water and air, sand is the natural resource that we consume more than any other natural building material. A history of the world as it plays in our lives. 294 pages. Riverhead. Pub. at $28.00. $21.95

**372624X** AMITY AND PROSPERITY: One Family and the Fracturing of America. By Eliza Griswold. 318 pages. FSG. Pub. at $27.00. $7.95


**6934617** EXTREME EARTH. By Michael Martin. 446 pages. Abrams. 11x14x14. Pub. at $85.00. PRICE CUT TO $24.95


Astronomy, Space Travel & Cosmology

**3812923** EINSTEIN’S UNFINISHED SYMPHONY: The Story of a Gamble, Two Black Holes, and a New Age of Astronomy. By Marcia Bartusiak. This updated classic recounts the long hunt for Albert Einstein’s predicted gravitational waves—and now celebrates the discovery of one! Charting the quest to build the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO), Bartusiak reveals the brilliance, personalities, and luck that helped spark a scientific breakthrough. Illus. 280 pages. Yale. Paperback. $15.95

**293051X** MAPPING THE UNIVERSE: Exploring and Chronicling the Cosmos. By Anne Rooney. Explores our evolving understanding of our own world and others with an informative commentary that accompanies a glorious selection of maps, drawings, paintings, and photographs. This study shows how recording the cosmos has progressed over the centuries, from prehistoric depictions to modern day images. 192 pages. Sirius. 9/1x11/4. Pub. at $19.99. $9.95

**3805913** DARK MATTER & DARK ENERGY: The Hidden 95% of the Universe. By Brian Clegg. All the matter and light we can see in the universe makes up a trivial five percent of everything. The rest is hidden. This could be the biggest puzzle that science has ever faced. Clegg explains this major conundrum in modern science and location, form and mythology to it. Illus. 280 pages. Hachette. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95


**2811324** WHAT STAR? By Brian Jones. These are 88 official constellations which collectively cover the entire sky. This informative volume identifies and describes each of them, providing useful information regarding location, form and mythology to it. Illus. in color. 256 pages. Chartwell. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. $6.95

**6562481** ASTROPHYSICS FOR PEOPLE IN A HURRY. By Neil deGrasse Tyson. While you wait for your morning coffee to brew, find out what the universe is all about. A small volume will reveal just what you need to be fluent and ready for the next cosmic headlines—from the Big Bang to black holes, from quarks to quantum mechanics, and from the search for planets to the search for life in the universe. 222 pages. Norton. Pub. at $18.95. $13.95


**3714888** THE PRACTICAL ASTRONOMER, 2ND EDITION REVISED: Explore the Wonders of the Solar System and Beyond with the Unassisted Eye. By William B. Klemperer & A. James Mullaney. This new class of books is intended to help you explore the sky with those who have no more than a telescope of the grand smallest variety and a simple TG scope. A small volume will reveal just what you need to be fluent and ready for the next cosmic headlines—from the Big Bang to black holes, from quarks to quantum mechanics, and from the search for planets to the search for life in the universe. 222 pages. Norton. Pub. at $18.95. $13.95

**3762114** GOLDLOCKS AND THE WATER BEARS: The Search for Life in the Universe. By Charles J. Liu & H. H. Chen. A brilliant history of life on other planets, on moons, in other galaxies, and beyond. A small volume will reveal just what you need to be fluent and ready for the next cosmic headlines—from the Big Bang to black holes, from quarks to quantum mechanics, and from the search for planets to the search for life in the universe. 222 pages. Norton. Pub. at $18.95. $13.95

**6834493** CONVERGENCE: The Idea at the Heart of Science, by Peter Watson. The unified theory of everything. A small volume will reveal just what you need to be fluent and ready for the next cosmic headlines—from the Big Bang to black holes, from quarks to quantum mechanics, and from the search for planets to the search for life in the universe. 222 pages. Norton. Pub. at $18.95. $13.95


**3726214** SOLAR SYSTEM. By O. Kossi & J. Gicvenich. Packed with real science, this is the must-have travel guide for anyone aspiring to visit the solar system for your next voyage, including how to get there and what to do when you arrive. Whether you’re interested in relaxation or romance, a glamorous accounting trip, or cosmology so far beyond, look no further: your rocket ship awaits. Illus., many in color. 234 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $20.00. $5.95


**2895181** A BIG BANG IN A LITTLE ROOM: The Quest to Create New Universes. By Zeeva Merali. A mind-boggling journey through the most quixotic quest of modern physics that will turn every concept we know about the universe on its head. There might not be one universe, or one creator, or even one you. Merali takes the reader on a journey through the history of cosmology and unravels the ideas that will ultimately enable us to create a new universe. 236 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

**2895171** IN SEARCH OF STARDUST: Amazing Micrometeorites and Their Terrestrial Impostors. By Jon Hemsley. Meet and examine micrometeorites in this photo document, offering more than 1,300 microscopic images. Larsen explains the science behind the mystery of these micrometeorites, the importance of their role in the formation of the Earth, and their scientific and cultural significance. 320 pages. Houghton. Pub. at $16.99. $8.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
Astronomy, Space Travel & Cosmology

283815X THE ASTRONOMY BOOK: Big Ideas Simply Explained. By David W. Hughes et al. Packed with witty explanations that cut through the jargon, step by step diagrams that untangle knotty theories, quotes that make the universe understandable, discoverable, and wittily illustrations that enhance and play with our understanding of the stars. 352 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $25.00. **$11.95


3814270 BREAKING THE CHAINS OF GRAVITY. By Amy, Shira Teitel. Tells the little-known story of America’s nascent space program, its scientific advances, its personalities, and the rivalries that existed between the various arms of the U.S. military, right up to the launch of Sputnik in 1957. Photos, some color. 304 pages. Bloombury. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00. **$14.95

★ 7587061 FLYING SAUCERS AND SCIENCE: A Scientist Investigates the Mysteries of UFOs, By Stanton T. Friedman. Presents intriguing data from a number of large-scale scientific UFO studies in the U.S. and elsewhere. Friedman’s no one has discussed in detail. Deals with “why” questions, such as questions for a cover-up, reasons for aliens to come to Earth, and reasons for them not landing on the White House lawn. Photos. 317 pages. New Page Books. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. **$12.95

★ 3706435 FOR ALL MANKIND. By O’Neal. The story of the manned missions from Mercury to the moon and beyond. With insight, images, and interviews with the astronauts themselves. 80 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Pub. at $27.95. **$19.95

★ 2860368 CHASING NEW HORIZONS: Inside the Epic First Mission to Pluto. By A. Stem & D. Grinspoon. The story of the men and women behind this amazing mission, of their dedication to the mission and the ups and downs of the political fights within and outside of NASA, of the sheer human ingenuity it took to design, build, and fly the mission, and of the plans for the New Horizons’ next exploration. 332 pages, most in color. 295 pages. Picador. Pub. at $28.00. **$7.95

2950472 WE HAVE NO IDEA: A Guide to the Unknown Universe. By J. Cham & D. Whitescott. Armed with their popular infographic series, and uniquely entertaining and lucid explanations of science, Cham and Whitescott give us the best answers currently available for a lot of questions about the universe. 354 pages. Riverhead. Pub. at $28.00. **$5.95

★ 2984970 CATCHING STARDUST: Comets, Asteroids and the Birth of the Solar System. By Natalie Starkey. Tells the story of comets and asteroids—enigmatic celestial objects—revealing how scientists are using them to help understand a crucial time in the history of our planet. 320 pages, most in color. 256 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $27.00. **$7.95

★ 3696227 NASA MOON Missions OPERATIONS MANUAL. By David Baker. This volume is not intended to tell the whole story, but rather to describe the technical development of spacecraft and equipment necessary to grow the capability from a single EVA (moonwalk) of less than three hours, to advanced missions where astronauts spent three full working days exploring their landing sites. Fully illus., many in color. 220 pages. Haynes. 8½ x 11¼. Pub. at $36.95. **$27.95

★ 2984275 Constellations: The Story of Sky Told Through the 88 Known Star Patterns in the Night Sky. By Gwilym Griffith. The author takes us on an unparalled visual tour of the constellations that fill the night sky in both the northern and southern hemispheres. Profiles of each constellation include key information such as size, visibility, and number of stars, as well as information on distinctive features and associated lore. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Black-Dog & Leventhal. 10½ x 1¼. Pub. at $29.99. **$21.95


★ 3785393 URBAN LEGENDS FROM SPACE: The Biggest Bunkers About Spaceflight. By Ben King. Cutting through the fog of myth to bring the truth behind the many questions about the space program. In examining the shaky claims behind many misconceptions and taking us step by step through the concrete evidence that contradicts the King debunks each myth and exposes the scientific truth. Well illus. 224 pages. Page Street. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. **$12.95

★ 2805855 DISASTERS IN SPACE: Tragic Stories from the US-Soviet Space Race. By Hermann WOMY. This volume recounts America’s and Soviet space disasters from 1967 to the present day. Presented are tragic and near-tragic missions such as NASA’s Gemini and the Apollo missions. Fully illus., many in color. 8½ x 11¾. Pub. at $16.95. **$10.95


★ 3793974 THE HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN SPACE SHUTTLE. By Dennis R. Jenkins. The flight campaign for the American space shuttle began on April 12, 1981, with the launch of STS-1 from the Kennedy Space Center, Florida, and ended on July 21, 2011, with the launch of STS-135. This comprehensive and thoroughly informative volume covers the thirty exciting years between these missions. Well illus. in color. 335 pages. Schiffer. 9½x11. Pub. at $59.95. **$49.95

★ 6855846 PROJECT APOLLO: The Early Years, 1959-1967. By Eugenich Reich. Covers the early years of the Apollo program (1960-1967), still the most significant space effort in the history of mankind. In a very short time, NASA developed the mighty Saturn rockets, the Apollo spacecraft, and the Lunar Lander. Well illus., some color. 144 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $19.99. **$13.95

★ 3596633 MARS: The Missions That Have Transformed Our Understanding of the Red Planet. By Rod Pyle. With exceptional access to NASA’s Mars archives, the author combines hand-drawn renderings of maps, charts, plans, maps, and schematics with first-hand commentary and insider documents from NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Ambitious plans for the future human exploration of Mars are also shown in exquisite detail. 192 pages. Carlton. 9½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. **$21.95

★ 2888896 SPACE 2.0: How Private Spaceflight, a Resurgent NASA, and International Partners Are Creating a New Space Age. By Rod Pyle. We’re on the cusp of a new era in the greatest scientific and technological development ever: spaceflight. This book gives a spectacular and compelling story of the space program. In examining the shaky claims behind many misconceptions and taking us step by step through the concrete evidence that contradicts the King debunks each myth and exposes the scientific truth. Well illus. 224 pages. Page Street. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. **$12.95

★ 3718328 THE APOLLO MISSIONS: In the Astronauts’ Own Words. By Rod Pyle. Marking the 50th anniversary of the first moon landing this volume tells the spectacular and compelling story of the Apollo space program from first point of view. The astronauts themselves. Both their mission dialogue and retrospective reminiscences are included. This is an extraordinary record of one of mankind’s greatest achievements. Fully illus., most in color. 192 pages. Carlton. Pub. at $24.95. **$17.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/819
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**3748219 THE NUMBER OF THE HEAVENS: A History of the Multiverse and the Quest to Understand the Cosmos.** By Tom Siegfried. Some scientists have come to believe that the vast, expanding universe we inhabit may be just one of many—that the multiverse is real. Siegfried traces this controversial idea from antiquity to the present, and in this engaging story offers deep lessons about the nature of science and the quest for understanding. 330 pages. Harvard. Pub. at $29.95. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

**6935087 VIEW FROM ABOVE: An Astronaut Photographs the World.** By Terry Virts. A collection of fascinating and beautiful images, together with stories of what it is like to walk on the Moon. The Apollo 11 Mission Station are presented in this encompassing volume. 304 pages. National Geographic. 9¾x11¼. Pub. at $40.00. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**293180X APOLLO EXPEDITIONS TO THE MOON: THE CHRISTMAS EDIT.** By Edgar M. Cortright. This new expanded edition includes a chronology of the Apollo project, additional photographs, and a new foreword by Buzz Aldrin. This book offers a modern retrospective of the Moon landing, discussing its place in the world of space exploration and its impact on American history and culture. 311 pages. Del. Lit. Pub. at $35.00.

**2816814 SPACE ATLAS, SECOND EDITION: Mapping the Universe and Beyond.** By James Trelfil. This stunning volume explores the fascinating world of astronomy. All-as-spacecraft probe every dimension of our solar system, and astrophysicists tap into phenomena from the beginning of time, and our vision of the universe changes. This new edition includes a foreword by Buzz Aldrin, reflecting on 50 years of changing knowledge about the universe and the Moon. 352 pages. Natural History. 9¾x12¼. Pub. at $50.00.

**2966857 APOLLO: The Mission to Land a Man on the Moon.** By Al Cimino. President Kennedy promised in 1961 that America was going to put a man on the Moon within a decade. This volume traces the lives and works of the inspirational rocket engineers whose imaginations fueled the Apollo missions. In 1969, four astronauts landed on the Moon, with the astronauts who succeeded in delivering JFK’s impossible dream. Full color. Illus. 192 pages. Chartwell. 9x11¾. Pub. at $24.95.

**2928246 ROCKOSMEN: The Daring Odyssey of Apollo 8 and the Astronauts Who Made Man’s First Journey to the Moon.** By Robert Kurson. In this thrilling insider account, Kurson tells a tale of bravery and sacrifice by astronauts Frank Borman, Jim Lovell, Bill Anders and their families, that would forever change mankind’s understanding of its place in the universe. It is the definitive story of one of America’s most historic missions. 300 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00.

**2919796 SHOOT FOR THE MOON: The Space Race and the Extraordinary Voyage of Apollo 11.** By James Donovan. Set amid the Cold War and the upheaval of the sixties, and filled with first-person, behind the scenes details, this is the gripping account of the dangers, the challenges, and the triumph of one mission that defined Apollo 11, but also the Mercury and Gemini missions that came before it. 24 pages of photos, some color. 453 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $30.00. **PRICE CUT to $13.95**

**3754987 STARRY STORIES: Observations and ramblings by Tom Aveni.** Perfect reading for all sky-watchers and story-tellers, this examination is an essential complement to Western mythology. By Tom Aveni. Aveni explores the deep and fascinating relationship between the natural world and culture of heaven. Observers can produce a variety of tales about the shapes in the sky. Illus. 194 pages.

**3740008 IN THE SHADOW OF THE SKY: The Science, Magic, and Mystery of Solar eclipses.** By Anthony Aveni. Explains the history and culture surrounding solar eclipses from prehistoric Stonehenge to Babylonian creation myths, to a spectacular, that left New Yorkers in the moon’s shadow, to future eclipses. Aveni’s account of astronomy’s most storied phenomenon will enthrall anyone who has looked up at the sky with wonder. Illus. 277 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $27.00. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**2794819 ROCKET BILLIONAIRES.** By Tim Fernholz. 16 pages of color photos. 268 pages. HMH. Pub. at $23.00. **$9.95**

**2837803 OTHERWORLDS: Visions of Our Solar System.** By Nancy Atkinson. This beautifully illustrated account of our Solar System, to its largely unexplored far reaches. 16 pages of photos, some color. 322 pages. Icon Books. Pub. at $14.95. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**


**2793350 SPACECRAFT: 100 Iconic Rockets, Shuttles, and Satellites That Put Us in Space.** By G. De Chiara & M.H. Gorn. 224 pages. Voyageur. 9¾x11. Pub. at $30.00. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**2907870 APOLLO’S MUSE: The Moon in the Age of Photography.** By M. Fineman & B. Saunders. 192 pages. Ballantine. 9½x6½. Pub. at $45.00. **$34.95**


**6854494 SATURN V: America’s Rocket to the Moon.** By Eugen Reichl. 144 pages. Scribner. **$16.95**

and updated edition is essential reading for anyone seeking to communicate across racial and ethnic divides. This fully revised history of the bulldozer and its transformation from military weapon to essential tool for creating the post World War II landscape is explored. Illus. 383 pages. Yale. Pub. at $45.00

$9.95

2913917 THE HISTORY OF TORTURE. by Brian nunes. From the ancient world to the present, this title tells the full story, from physical cruelty to mental torment, from life under Roman emperors to Islamic State today. Charting the ways societies have sanctioned torture, the cusp of which also details the fight by campaigning groups against the torture of political prisoners. Well illus. 192 pages. Amber. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

$8.95

2973636 BULLDOZER: Demolition and Clearance of the Postwar Landscape. by Susan Abramson. This history of the bulldozer and its transformation from military weapon to essential tool for creating the post World War II landscape is explored. Illus. 383 pages. Yale. Pub. at $45.00

$9.95

2936527 SURVEILLANCE VALLEY: The New Militarized Landscape. by Yasha Levine. Along with the history of the idea of using computers to spy on people and groups perceived as a threat, both at home and abroad, Levine also examines the private surveillance business that powers tech-industry giants like Google, Facebook, and Amazon. He reveals how these companies spy on their users for profit, while working as military contractors. 371 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

$8.87

2929932 BEAUTIFUL CHILD. by Torey Hayden. As a dedicated teacher, Torey committed herself to helping seven-year-old Venus Fox, who never spoke, never listened, never even acknowledged the presence of another person in the room with her. She patiently and lovingly leads her toward the light of a new day. 386 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

$3.95

298424X JUST ANOTHER KID. by Torey Hayden. Facing six emotionally troubled kids, three, who were recent arrivals from battle torn Northern Ireland, badly traumatized by the horrors of war, teacher Torey Hayden once again touches our hearts with her account of these kids’ experiences in the care of “special” children. 515 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

$12.95

2976208 THE SENTIENT MACHINE: The Coming Age of Artificial Intelligence. by Amir Husain. A brilliant inventor and research scientist, Husain explores the greatest new tradition our greatest creation myth with AI. In this fascinating examination, Husain addresses broad existential questions surrounding the coming of AI, and provides an inspiring vision of the great changes now nearly upon us. 226 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

$4.95


$3.95

2970419 GENDER: Your Guide. by Lee Aritz. A manual for making your world safer, nicer, and less exhausting for people who live gender in ways that weren’t expected of them when they were born. Males who can happen to be feminine not. This guide is for how we speak, write, move around in public spaces, and relate to one another. 240 pages. Adams Media. Pub. at $24.99

$16.95

2971581 THE ANALOGUE REVOLUTION: Communication Technology 1901-1914. by Simon Web. Examines the impact that developments in printing, photography, wireless telegraphy, gramophones and more personal communication tools of the First World War, and shows how the modern world was shaped by the media used to record it. 158 pages. Per & Sword. Pub. at $34.95

$6.95

2970505 OUTSIDERS: Studies in the Sociology of Deviance. by Howard S. Becker. Becker’s Outsiders broke new ground in the 1960s—and the ideas it proposed and problems it raised are still argued about today. In this new edition of the study of deviant behavior, Becker includes two lengthy essays, unpublished until now, that add fresh material for thought and discussion. 566 pages. Free Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

$4.95

6759564 SEX RULES! Astonishing Secrets of the Sexual Condition Around the World. by Janice Zarro Brodmann. Pulls back the curtains on a dizzying array of funny stereotype busting sexual, relationship and romantic practices from around the world. The facts she presents makes it even more fascinating. It will expand your tolerance, proving sex is like happiness—universally sought but subjectively enjoyed. Illus. 271 pages. Mango. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

$12.95

6919960 IT’S UP TO THE WOMEN. by Eleanor Roosevelt. Written at the height of the Great Depression, Eleanor Roosevelt called on women to do their part by cutting costs where needed, spending reasonably, and taking personal responsibility for keeping the economy going. Much of the advice and ideas written here are as fresh as if they were written today. 227 pages. National. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

$4.95

6880738 HILLIBLY ELEGY: A Memoir of a Family and Culture in Crisis. by J.D. Vance. Tells the true story of what a social, regional, and class decline feels like when you were born into a blue-collar working class family. Vance narrates a deeply moving memoir of how upward mobility really feels, and offers an urgent meditation on the loss of the American dream for a large segment of this country. 272 pages. Public. Pub. at $16.99

$12.95

DVD 3784304 MILLENNIAL NATION: The Lost Generation. Illusion and delusion surround us as social media hypnosis the masses like nothing before. Explore the phenomenon of Millennials, where the social technology madness has led us and how can we find our way back to a more balanced existence. 70 minutes. Reality Entertainment. DVD

$14.95

DVD 347412X A WAR OVER REALITY. The majority of people in the world have no idea how to hunt and gather, how to heal themselves, build a shelter and migrate. Our modern life was built in an artificially created dream state that controls every aspect of our lives. Welcome to your future? 75 minutes. Alchemy. DVD

$14.95

3784436 FISHERMAN’S BLUES: A West African Community at Sea. By Anna Badkhen. Immerses the reader in a community tugged by currents ancient and modern, navigating a time of unprecedented environmental peril. Weaving together history, science, and myth, Badkhen shows how our ancient myth, upon which this book is largely referred to as “the color line.” These images illustrate how “data proving sex is like happiness—universally sought but subjectively enjoyed.”

$144 pages. Princeton Architectural. Pub. at $29.95

$12.95

3779433W.E.B. DU BOIS’S DATA PORTraits: Visualizing Black America. By Ross Benes. A fascinating journey through the human psyche digging deep into the hidden relationship between everyday human existence—including religion, politics, technology, and more. Du Bois’s images illustrate how “data proving sex is like happiness—universally sought but subjectively enjoyed.”

$144 pages. Princeton Architectural. Pub. at $29.95

$12.95

3776418 TURNED-ON: A Mind-Blowing Investigation into How Sex Has Shaped Our World. By Simon Web. Examines the impact that developments in printing, photography, wireless telegraphy, gramophones and more personal communication tools of the First World War, and shows how the modern world was shaped by the media used to record it. 158 pages. Per & Sword. Pub. at $34.95

$6.95

3766199 TURNED-ON: A Mind-Blowing Investigation into How Sex Has Shaped Our World. By Simon Web. Examines the impact that developments in printing, photography, wireless telegraphy, gramophones and more personal communication tools of the First World War, and shows how the modern world was shaped by the media used to record it. 158 pages. Per & Sword. Pub. at $34.95

$6.95

3767418 TURNED ON: A Mind-Blowing Investigation into How Sex Has Shaped Our World. By Simon Web. Examines the impact that developments in printing, photography, wireless telegraphy, gramophones and more personal communication tools of the First World War, and shows how the modern world was shaped by the media used to record it. 158 pages. Per & Sword. Pub. at $34.95

$6.95

3767418 TURNED ON: A Mind-Blowing Investigation into How Sex Has Shaped Our World. By Simon Web. Examines the impact that developments in printing, photography, wireless telegraphy, gramophones and more personal communication tools of the First World War, and shows how the modern world was shaped by the media used to record it. 158 pages. Per & Sword. Pub. at $34.95

$6.95
See more titles at erhbc.com/819
4566388 DESALINATION ENGINEERING: Operation and Maintenance. By Nikolay Voutscho. The definitive guide to desalination plant operation and maintenance. By G. Falk. Full coverage of all plant components from intake and pretreatment to discharge management. Best practices for maintaining plant equipment are also illustrated. Illus. 307 pages. McGraw-Hill. Pub. at $125.00. 416 pages. FSG. Pub. at $27.00. $9.95

321780 ARCHITECTURE AND IMPACTS OF THE PENNSYLVANIA GERMAN ARCHITECTURAL HERITAGE. By Thomas E. Kinaldi. Explores the relationship between ethnic and the buildings, personal belongings, and other cultural artifacts of the Pennsylvania Germans and their descendants. Falk’s work shows how early Pennsylvania Germans defined their own identities. Well illus. 242 pages, 304 color plates, bibl., index. $11.95

1967626 NEW YORK NEON. By Thomas E. Kinaldi. This stunning little volume captures in sharp color photos, the brilliant glow of surviving early and mid-twentieth century neon signs, as the cityscape slowly vanishes. Full color plates. 219 pages, bibl., index. $11.95

2663717 BUILDING SEAGRAM. By Phyllis Lambert. A comprehensive perspective on a major building and its architectural, cultural, and urban legacies. Lambert uses 224 pages, 140 color plates, bibl., index. $11.95

2967685 THE PALACE OF EMBASSY MALL: Restoring a Garden in the Forbidden City. By Maigaud. He explores the history of the foreign embassies and their gardens, in the northwest quarter of the Forbidden City in Beijing. Comprehensive record of the city’s foreign mission’s gardens. 289 pages, bibl., index. $11.95

2971515 GINGERBREAD GEMS OF OCEAN GROVE, New Jersey. By Tina Skinner. Explores the lavishly decorated homes, cottages, and hotels of New Jersey’s historic Ocean Grove. Full color plates. 224 pages, bibl., index. $11.95

377645X NOTRE-DAME: A Short History of the Meaning of Cathedrals. By Ken Fossett. The author describes the emotions that gripped him when he learned about the fire that threatened to destroy one of the greatest cathedrals in the world—the Notre-Dame de Paris. Follett then tells the story of how he and the rest of the world helped save the cathedral. 242 pages, bibl., index. $9.95

312502 DISTANT CORNER: Seattle Architects and the Legacy of H.H. Richardson. By J.K. Ochsner & D.A. Andersen. With more than 200 illustrations, detailed endnotes, and an appendix of unpublished letters, this is the first comprehensive treatment of the movement. The author’s examination of the Rich- mond’s movement offers an analysis of both local and national influences that shaped the architecture of the city in the 1880s and 1890s. 409 pages, 200 illus. $9.95

2583559 DREAM HOUSE: The White House as an American Home. By P. G. Wieland. This is the first comprehensive account of the president’s house in the context of American house design and decoration. With historic photographs, plans, and architectural details, Wieland compares the president’s house to other American homes, gardens, and interiors, showing how the White House as it changed through decades of interior renovation, rebuilding, and landscaping, 304 pages. 10¼x12¼. Pub. at $75.00. $9.95

6788448 A DAY AT CHATEAU DE VEAUX LE VICTOMTE. By Alexandre de Vogue et al. Presents a tour of the magnificently restored 17th-century castle and gardens, conceived by Le Vau, Le Brun, and Le Notre, that inspired the great chateaux of Europe. Exclusive photographs and documents offer unprecedented access to the chateau, furnishings, and gardens, and illuminate the secrets of court life and centuries of celebrations. Slipcased. 192 pages. Flammarion. 6x9¾. Pub. at $34.95. $7.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
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**3755886 ART DECO BRITAIN: Buildings of the Interwar Years.** By Elain Harwood. A beautiful collection of photographs of Britain's finest examples of Art Deco architecture, to celebrate the fortieth anniversary of the Twentieth Century Society, the charity dedicated to preserving the best in architecture and design since 1914. 272 pages. B & W. $126.95

**3727483 COASTAL PEBBLE PREFAB HOMES: Eco-Friendly Architecture.** Selected by Patricia Martinez. Presents fourteen Eco-friendly architectural projects committed to environmental conservation based on sustainable construction; featuring prefabricated homes made of wood, steel, etc., as well as container homes. Text in English and Spanish. Fully illus. in color. HarperMonica. 7½x1¼x1¼. Pub. at $27.95 $22.95

**6817505 THE GARGOYLE BOOK: 572 Examples from Gothic Architecture.** By Lester Burbank Bridgman. According to tradition, gargoyles were statuesque sentinels, to ward off malevolent spirits and to remind parishioners of the evil that lurked beyond the church doors. Here, some 572 examples of gargoyles from the walls of French cathedrals and other churches' facades, are illustrated in black and white in this definitive and comprehensive volume. 406 pages. Illus. 6¼x9¼. Pub. at $64.95 $49.95

**281014X SACRED SPACES: The Awe-Inspiring Architecture of Churches and Cathedrals.** Text by J. Bosser, photos by G. de Laibier. A breathtaking visual tour through some of the world's most revered religious buildings, this book is a visual treasure trove for those interested in the history and architectural beauty that encompasses some of the world's most sacred spaces. 192 pages. Illus. 5½x7¼. Pub. at $34.95 $24.95

**2873274 THE SISTINE CHAPEL.** By Antonio Paolucci. A religious space, a consecrated chapel, the Sistine Chapel is a pillar of spiritual and artistic history of the Roman Catholic Church, and because great liturgies are celebrated here, this is also the synthesis of Catholic theology. It is the story of salvation for every individual. Through the Sistine Chapel, the church, and the testament of the Christian people. Text in English and Italian. Fully illus. in color. 398 pages. Scripta Manent. 9½x1¼x1¼. Pub. at $69.00 $49.95

**2870346 A HISTORY OF NEW YORK IN 278 RARE PHOTOGRAPHS.** By Roger W. Moss. Photos by T. Crane. Well illus., most in color. 278 pages. Flammarion. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $12.98 $9.95

**2883457 CHURCHES OF THE ENGLISH COUNTRY HOUSE.** By Janet Gough. The churches in this volume exemplify the very best contemporary urban planning and have been chosen to showcase the story behind the city it is today. Well illus., many in color. 256 pages. University. 5x7¼x¾. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**3687376 GRAND HOTELS OF THE JAZZ AGE: The Story of Some of the World’s Most Famous Architecture.** By M. Irwin & J. Mogul. Presents fourteen of the most spectacular resorts and hotels created by the architecture firm of Schultz & Weise. Includes such landmarks as the Waldorf-Astoria in New York, the Los Angeles Biltmore Hotel, Breakers Hotel in Palm Beach, and the Hotel Pierre in New York. Fully illus. in color. 248 pages. Architectural. 9½x1¼x1¼. Pub. at $60.00 $24.95

**3753093 ITALY.** By Stefano Zuffi. This volume looks at some of Italy’s most famous architectural, archaeological and artistic sites. How the early expansion of urban center took place with form and cultural identity, while revealing their incredible beauty. Homage is paid to Italy’s architectural works, which for centuries have relayed a message of history and culture. Fully illus. in color. 239 pages. Chartwell. 10x1¼x1¼. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**2981890 THE MYTHIC MODERN: Architectural Expeditions into the Spirit of Place.** By Travis Price. Chronicles a remarkable 15 years of design-build expeditions in extraordinary locales all over the world. This unique form of architecture led by Travis Price, focused on exploring, not exploiting, the local cultures, mythologies, and metaphors and leaving astonishing, affecting structures in their wake. Fully illus. in color. ORO Editions. 1½x1½x1¼. Pub. at $65.00 $41.95

**2789264 LIFE ALONG THE HUDSON: The Historic Country Estates of the Livingston Family.** By Pieter Estersohn. This edition’s thirty-five featured homes were conceived in a range of styles by such notable architects as Stanford White, Alexander Jackson Davis, and Calvert Vaux. The text focuses on the country estates and highlights the expansive lush lawns and riverfront views. This stunning volume, filled with beautiful color photos, offers previously inaccessible views of historically significant decoration. 336 pages. Rizzoli. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $85.00 $64.95

**2971437 CASTLES: A Very Peculiar History.** By Jacqueline Morley. From building a moat to planning a siege: an entertaining exploration of these fascinating and humorous little volumes is filled with facts of every one of us, and the ark of the new covenant, for centuries have relayed a message of history and culture. Fully illus. in color. 254 pages. Chartwell. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $27.95 $22.95

**2850508 ANDREA PALLADIO: Villa Corinna in Piombo Dese.** Ed. by B. Mitrovic & S. R. Wassell. Presents a full measured survey of one of Andrea Palladio’s most influential and refined works, the Villa Corinna near Vicenza. Featuring 140 watercolor drawings, comprising a complete set of plans, elevations, sections, and window schedules. Well illus. 70 pages. Acanthus. 12x6¼x¾. Pub. at $75.00 $57.00

**2982676 THE GRANDEST SAVOY SQUARE: GARDEN, ART, SCANDAL, & ARCHITECTURE IN Gilded Age New York.** By Suzanne Himman. Tells the remarkable story behind the construction of the 1890 Madison Square Park. It’s the story behind the controversial facade that crowned it. Situating the Garden’s seminal place in the history of New York City and the entire country, Himman brings to life a tale of architecture, art, and scandal by examining the culture of Gotham’s decadent era. Illus. 451 pages. Syracuse. 6¼x9¼. Pub. at $39.95 PRICE CUT to $29.95


**9644817 APPARITIONS: Architecture That Has Disappeared from Our Cities.** By T. John Hughes. 156 pages. Images Publishing Group. 10¼x10¼. Pub. at $45.00 $14.95

**2918722 HISTORIC SACRED PLACES OF PHILADELPHIA.** By Roger W. Moss, photos by T. Crane. Well illus., most in color. 314 pages. UPenn. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95


**2847876 LA FORMENTERA: The Woodland Refuge of the Menil Collection in Houston.** By R. Gomelsky & C. Garthwaite. Well illus. in color. 304 pages. Oak Knoll. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $45.00 $24.95


**3692555 PRESSURES AND DISTORTIONS: City Dwelling as Builders and Critics.** Ed. by Ned Kaufman. Well illus. in color. 437 pages. Radius Vinyard and Ann Arbor. Paperback. Pub. at $54.00 $39.95

**2798662 CLASSICAL NEW YORK: Discovering Greece and Rome in Gotham.** By E. Macaulay-Lewis & M. M. McGowan. Well illus. 284 pages. Fordham. 7x10. Pub. at $35.00 $17.95

**2847879 BORROMEO PALACE ON LAKE MAGGIORE: Masterpiece of Italian Baroque.** By M. Campanini & S. Zuffi. 173 pages. Electa. 10¼x10¼. Pub. at $49.95 $24.95

**2961741 AMERICAN ART MUSEUM ARCHITECTURE: Documents and Design.** By Eric M. Wolf. Examines the gradual development of six major museums, the Frick Collection, the Museum of Modern Art, and the Whitney Museum of American Art in New York, the Menil Collection in Houston, the George Ohr Museum in Biloxi, and the Art Institute of Chicago. A timely and fascinating exploration of the ever-changing relationship between architecture and art. Well illus., in color. 251 pages. Norton. 10¼x11¼. Pub. at $75.00 $39.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/819
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3743810 PALACES FOR PIGS. By Lucinda Lambton. Architecture for animals has been seen, and still continues to be, a tremendous British tradition, as this fully illustrated volume with striking images, complemented with engaging text by Lucinda Lambton celebrates this tradition, telling the fascinating stories behind the buildings that housed animals and the monuments that commemorated them in death.


FATHERH BRIK: Revisiting Akbar’s Masterpiece. By Lucy Peck. An investigation of the genesis and creation of Akbar’s great palace complex. Many of the buildings are still in a good state of repair that they form a convincingly coherent sequence against which to analyze the Great Emperor’s principles and beliefs. Well illus. in color. 145 pages. Lustre/Roll. 7¾x8¼. Pub at $24.95.

3713950 WASTELAND: A History. By Vittoria Di Palma. Arguing that they are united not by any physical characteristic but by the aversive reactions they inspire. Well illus., many in color. 266 pages. Yale. 7¼x9¼. Pub at $45.00.

3813436 PRINCESS AND NEIGHBORING INSTITUTIONS, SECOND EDITION: The Campus Guide. By Robert Spencer Barnett. Organized as a collection of walks through which the Princeton campus and neighboring institutions can be experienced, this guide is a convenient tool for students, faculty, and visitors to understand and explore this architectural icon in its ideal setting. Well illus. in color. 351 pages. Princeton Architectural. 6x10. Pub. at $34.95.

2986727 THE STORY OF NEW YORK’S STAIRCASE. By Jeff Chu et al. This title is an invaluable tribute to New York City taking into account the roots of the bold yet elegant Mexican style reflecting the Moorish influence.


PUBLISH OUT to $29.95


PRICE CUT to $79.95


PRICE CUT to $13.95

REGIONAL ARCHITECTURAL STYLES

2926717 LIGHTHOUSES: Norton/Library of Congress Visual Sourcebooks in Architecture, Design & Engineering. By Sara E. Wermiel. Presents a pictorial survey of the icon of steadfastness and lighthouse symbols that capture the romantic and modern perspectives of lighthouses from coast to coast, arranged roughly chronologically, providing examples of striking design and setting and celebrating the technological achievements of important engineers. Includes a CD-ROM.

Each capturing the particular charm of the surrounding landscape. Text by J. Dilts, photos by J. Riché. Showcases the ideas behind the unique design and details its precision manufacture in Italy, dramatic voyage, and careful final construction at Hudson Yards, Manhattan’s newest neighborhood. This volume also contextualizes the significance of this dazzling new structure, addressing not only what it is but also what it will mean. Well illus., many in color. 242 pages. Johns Hopkins. 8¼x11¼. Pub at $49.95.

2927897 NEW ENGLAND ROOMS, 1639-1860. By J. Dilts & D. H. Nason. A Chamberian. A visual history of the region’s architecture in the interiors of fifty-six homes, including the venerable Henry Whiting House, the New Hampshire Mountain Treasure, and the extraordinary Victoria Mansion in Portland, Maine. There is a detailed introduction with information on each house.

This title is an invaluable tribute to New England homes. 192 pages. English Heritage. 9¼x11. Pub. at $40.00.

PRICE CUT to $39.95


In addition to extensive coverage of the architecture of the houses, this collection features other spatial and decorative elements. 160 pages. Prestel. 9¾x12¼. Pub. at $32.00.

298775X PLANTATIONS AND HISTORIC HOMES OF SOUTH CAROLINA. By Jai Williams. With the Civil War literally exploding all around, many of these homes were occupied either by Confederate or Union troops. Today there are more than thirty plantations and historic homes public in South Carolina, and this stunning volume takes readers on the tours of these historic homes. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Globe Pequot. 8¼x10. Pub at $29.95.

2867073 SPANISH COLONIAL OR ADORCE ARCHITECTURE OF THE SOUL. By R. Edwards. Houses and buildings that housed animals and the monuments that commemorated them in death.


PRICE CUT to $16.95
Regional Architectural Styles

3741907 ARCHITECTURE AND EMPIRE IN JAMAICA. By Louis P. Nelson. Beginning with an overview of the architecture of the West African slave trade, Nelson then takes readers around types of buildings and landscapes, including the Jamaican plantation landscape, fortified houses, and the architecture of free blacks. He concludes with a consideration of Jamaican architecture in Britain. Well illus., some color. 314 pages. Yale. Pub. at $65.00 $19.95

2971755 HISTORIC ARCHITECTURE IN PHILADELPHIA: East Falls, Manayunk, and Roxborough. By Joseph Minardi. This photographic story of three dynamic neighborhoods in Philadelphia’s 21st ward traces each community as shaped by its architecture. Nearly 500 full color photographs and archival images, supplemented by selected biographies of the featured architects and firms, will charm history buffs. 192 pages. Schiffer. 12x9¼. Pub. at $50.00 $24.95

2971763 HISTORIC ARCHITECTURE IN WEST PHILADELPHIA, 1789-1930s. By Joseph Minardi. Here is a comprehensive history of neighborhoods in and around University City and biographies of the architects who made it possible. In more than 500 archival images, maps, and color photographs, it covers Cedar Park to Powelton Village, chronicling the charm and elegance found in West Philadelphia’s architecture. 192 pages. Schiffer. 12x9¼. Pub. at $50.00 $24.95

2945924 LOST PORTLAND, OREGON. By Val C. Ballesteros. As Portland has grown and changed, so has its architectural landscape. Discover the stories behind some of Portland’s most iconic buildings. Join the author as he explores the city’s architectural heritage from the 1890s to the present, as well as the creative, cultural, and economic forces that have shaped it. Illus. 158 pages. History Press. 5¼x8¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99

2795280 FLORIDA’S HISTORIC VICTORIAN HOMES. By Justin A. Nylander. Showcases 41 historic houses in Florida built in the Victorian era of the late 19th and early 20th centuries, brilliantly captured in all their beauty, character, and detail, and accompanied by fascinating tales of their original (and often famous) owners. Illus. in color. 152 pages. Schiffer. 11¼x8¼. Pub. at $24.99

2883503 VILLAS OF LUCCA: The Delights of the Countryside. By Maria Adriana Giusti. This volume illustrates the models and modes of the useful and pleasurable that Luccese society projected onto country living between the Middle Ages and the eighteenth century. These villas were captured in all their beauty, character, and detail, and accompanied by fascinating tales of their original owners. Illus. in color. 152 pages. Schiffer. 11¼x8¼. Pub. at $24.99


6645290 THE CALIFORNIA MISSIONS. Text by R.G. Mendes. Photos by M. Levick. 256 pages. Rizzoli. 10x13½. Pub. at $55.00 $34.95


2813584 HOLLYWOOD MODERN: Houses of the Stars. By M. Stern & A. Hess. 248 pages. Rizzoli. 10x14¼. Pub. at $55.00 $29.95


6982999 SYLVANUS MARSTON: Pasadera’s Quintessential Architect. By Kathleen Tutte. In the first decades of the 20th Century, Pasadera became the manifestation of the California Dream. Sylvanus Marston was the master of disparate styles and types of modern architecture. Through extensive research, Tutte explores an important avenue of California’s architectural history. Well illus. 162 pages. Hennessey + Ingalls. 8¼x11½. Pub. at $60.00 $24.95

3703886 FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT AND SAN FRANCISCO. By Paul V. Turner. Looks at the architect’s complex and evolving relationship with San Francisco and the body of Wright’s work in the Bay Area which was roughly thirty projects, only a third of which were built. Turner highlights aspects of the architect’s life before he was explored, including his understanding of Wright, his personal and client interactions, and his work. Well illus., many in color. 216 pages. Yale. 9¼x11½. Pub at $60.00 $24.95

3915864 VICTOR LUNDY: Artist Architect. Ed. by Donna Kauth. Chronicles the architect’s life and career–spanning from his education in the Beaux Arts and Bauhaus traditions and the trajectory of his independent practice, including his expressive religious buildings and preeminent institutional works–are examined in this stunning volume. Well illus., some in color. 300 pages. Princeton Architectural. Pub. at $75.00 $34.95

2987422 BORIS VELIKOVSKY: Architects of the Russian Avant-Garde. By E. Dovyannikova & N. Vassiliev. With residential buildings, factories, and churches, Velikovsky made a definite contribution to Russian avant garde architecture. Technical plans as well as numerous historical and critical photographs of his most famous projects, make this Russian architect fully appreciated for the first time. 256 pages. Arnoldsche. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $70.00 $19.95

*6000844 VICTOR HORTA: The Architect of Art Nouveau. By Fred Drum and Derrie, photos by A. Carew-Cox. Victor Horta, the creator of Art Nouveau architecture, produced more than forty buildings, and movement. Detailed descriptions of 19 projects representing his full range of Horta’s work are illustrated with his original drawings and specially commissioned photographs. This volume will appeal to anyone interested in Art Nouveau. Illus. in color. 216 pages. Princeton Architectural. 9½x11¾. Pub. at $60.00 $39.95

2824296 THE BUILD WORK. Text by J.L. Cohen, photos by R. Pare. Crossing the globe for years, Pare has documented in stunning photographs the entire works of Le Corbusier—from his first villas in Switzerland to his mid-career works as one of the first global architects, in locations as far-flung as Argentina and Russia, and his late works including his sole North American project at the Rockefeller Center in New York. 224 pages. Princeton Architectural. 10x13½. Pub. at $125.00 $28.95

*2828553 SANTIAGO CALATRAVA: Drawing, Building, Reflecting. Cristina Carrillo de Albornoz. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Thames & Hudson. 7¼x10¼. Pub. at $45.00 $19.95

2709701 SWEARING IS GOOD FOR YOU: The Amazing Science of Bad Language. By Emma Byrne. Examines the latest research to show how swearing can be good for you. With humor and colorful language, Byrne explores every angle of swearing, why we do it, how it works, and what it tells us about ourselves. She presents a light-hearted but convincing case for the fowlmouthed. 232 pages. Norton. Pub at $25.95 $6.95

3751889 INFLUENZA: The Hundred-Year Hunt to Cure the Deadliest Disease in History. A veteran ER doctor explores the terrifying and complex history of the flu virus from the origins of the Great Flu of 1918 that killed millions to the questions that still vex us today. Though a hundred years of advancements in medical research and treatments, influenza remains one of the most lethal infectious causes of death in the United States, has until now received scant attention from historians. This intriguing study will interest historians of medicine and science, as well as the general reader. 254 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub at $56.00 $6.95

2837962 HOW THE BODY WORKS: The Facts Simply Explained. By G. Smith & M. Temple. Packed with clear and easy-to-understand graphics and fascinating facts, this instruction manual for the body demystifies the complex processes that keep us alive and on top of our game. 256 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub at $29.95 $9.95

3079176 SUPERHUMAN: Life at the Extremes of Our Capacity. By Rowan Hooper. An evolutionary biologist takes the reader on a breathtaking tour of the peaks of human achievement that shows what it feels like to be extraordinary—and what it takes to get there. This is an inspiring celebration for anyone interested in the sublime possibilities of humankind. 344 pages. S&S. Pub. at $27.00 $9.95

3779645 THE DEMON UNDER THE MICROSCOPE. By Thomas Hager. The Nascent virus duelled with the mind with it. Conquered diseases, changed laws, and single-handedly launched the era of modern medicine. This incredible discovery of anti-viral medicine and its influence was succinctly captured in this fascinating volume, Hager chronicles the dramatic history of the drug that changed our ability to fight disease. 340 pages. Three Rivers. Pub. at $34.95 $15.95

3657399 THE BIG BOOK OF CELEBRITY AUTOPSIIES. Ed. by Kevin Vian. From J.F.K. to Marilyn, here are the morbid, medical, and mysterious facts behind the most famous celebrity deaths. These autopsies reports, often filled with medical terminology, reveal the shocking truth about how the bodies was knew so well from the big screen, offer an insight into the nature of death itself. 448 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

3978522 THE GUARDIAN OF ALL THINGS: The Epic Story of Human Memory. By Michael S. Malone. A sweeping scientific history of how humans have relentlessly preserved and memory manage, both within the human brain and as a series of inventions external to it. 290 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $3.95

Medical Science

6601182 CURVOLGY. By David Bainbridge. Few things are as tantalizing as a woman’s curves—and yet, humans are the only mammals on Earth whose females have curvy bodies. Here, a re-examination of the evolutionary story of female anatomy, explaining the social and psychological consequences of our cultural fixation with curves and fat. 227 pages. Overlook. Pub. at $26.95 $7.95
82550X TROUBLEMAKERS: Silicon Valley’s Coming of Age. By Leslie Berlin. Introduces the people and stories behind the birth of the Internet and the microprocessor, as well as Apple, Atari, Genentech, Xerox PARC, RLDM, ASK, and Kleiner Perkins Cautfield & Byers. Seven years after the thirty-five miles, five major industries were born. These troubleshooters re-wrote the rules and invented the future. 16 pages of photos, some color. 494 pages. S&S. Pub. at $30.95. PRICE CUT to $21.95

823578 THE CHICKENSHIT CLUB: Why the Justice Department Fails to Prosecute Executives. By Jesse Eisenberg. Tells the story from within the Department of Justice, who shared a richly reported account that spans the last decade and a half of prosecutorial fiascos, corporate lobbying, trial losses, and culture shifts that have stripped the government of the will and ability to prosecute top corporate executives. 377 pages. S&S. Pub. at $28.00. PRICE CUT to $19.55

377912 AMERICA’S MOMENT: Creating Opportunity in the Connected Age. By Rework America. Set against the history of how America developed in the past, once before in the 1860’s and once again in the 1960’s, this book tells the story of how the country, their timely discussion is about the future. It describes how the same forces of change—technology and a networked world—can become tools that can open opportunity to everyone. Photos. 352 pages. Norton. Pub. at $28.95. $4.95 PRICE CUT to $3.95

377908 TARGETED: How Trump’s Antifraud Top Adversary Robert K. Kaiser goes inside the secretive meetings with Republican operatives, Trump campaign personnel, and international power brokers, and shows how the president has forever changed our politics. This ex-employee of Cambridge Analytica presents a warning: if we do not change the way America deals with data, our democracy will never be the same. Photos. 392 pages. Harper. Pub. at $28.99. $21.95

381810 THE 4 DAY WEEK: By Andrew Barnes with S. Jones. Barnes asked his staff to come up with a 4-day work week that would meet their existing productivity requirements on the same pay. People were happier and more productive in the office. 227 pages. Piatkus. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

371745 THE AISLES HAVE EYES: How Retailers Track Your Shopping, Strip Your Privacy, and Ruin Your Holiday Season After the Tax Cut and Jobs Act of 2017, a comprehensive analysis of the new tax and legal rules for creating high powered teams who achieve more together. 222 pages. AMACOM. Pub. at $25.00. $7.95

377911 EINSTEIN’S BOSS: 10 Rules for Leading Genius. By Robert & Christopher Hromas. Recounts the story of Albert Einstein and his unconventional supervisor, Albert A. Michelson, who shaped a richly reported group into the world renowned Institute for Advanced Study. Drawing on historical lessons, and the author’s own leadership experience, Einstein’s Boss uncovers 10 essential rules for creating high powered teams that achieve more together. 222 pages. AMACOM. Pub. at $25.00. $7.95

373118 STRATEGIC CONNECTIONS: The New Face of Networking in a Collaborative World. By Anne Baber et al. This resource gives you the tools to become a confident expert who can turn small talk into big career rewards. Unveiling eight innovative new networking tools, this new “Network Oriented Workplace,” the authors give you practical advice for building stronger more productive business relationships. 242 pages. AMACOM. Pub. at $29.99. $21.95

373096 HOW TO WRITE REPORTS & PROPOSALS, 5TH EDITION. By Patrick Forsyth. This essential road map provides practical advice that will help you write succinctly and with impact across different media and in a variety of forms. It will teach you how to write the tools that will impress, convince and persuade your colleagues or clients. 141 pages. Kogan Page. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

2954451 LEGAL GUIDE FOR STARTING & RUNNING A SMALL BUSINESS, 16TH EDITION. By Fred S. & David M. Steinoldt. Whether you’re just starting a small business, or your business is already up and running, legal questions crop up on a daily basis. This edition offers practical advice that will help you create and implement effective tax rules, will help you start and run a successful business. 402 pages. Nolo. 8½x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99. $29.95

2879492 TAX SAVVY FOR SMALL BUSINESS, 20TH EDITION. By Frederick W. Daly. Shows you how to save on operating expenses, deduct travel, vehicle, and meal expenses; take advantage of tax credits, write off long-term assets; keep solid business records; choose business structures; bank accounts; handle IRS audits. 354 pages. Nolo. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99. $21.95


3765172 GETTING TO YES WITH YOURSELF. By William Oty. Presents the secret to successful negotiation, which is to decline or get to yes. First an essential guide to achieving inner satisfaction that will, in turn, make your life better, your relationships healthier, your family happier, and the world around you more peaceful. 192 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

374597X STARTING & RUNNING A COFFEE SHOP. By L. Formichelli & M. Villanueva. Contains expert advice on selecting the best coffee beans, teas, and cafe treats to cultivate the ultimate menu for every type of customer, and offers foolproof methods for tracking sales, expenses, and inventory. This guide will help you get your dream off the ground. 323 pages. Alpha. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95. $16.95

292093X THE HANDY ACCOUNTING ANSWER BOOK. By Amber K. Gray. This handy primer will help you understand the language of business and money, and how to use books, charts, and graphs to get the most impact. It includes the fundamentals, concepts, and terminology, it explains in plain English how credits, debits, assets, liabilities, and various accounting principles affect financial decisions. This is a must-read for anyone with common accounting questions. 397 pages. Visible Ink. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00. $16.95

3818632 AI SUPERPOWERS: China, Silicon Valley, and the New World Order. Bytechwriter. The most exciting and important book on AI that will have a devastating impact on blue-collar jobs, but Lee predicts that Chinese and American AI will have a strong impact on white-collar jobs and on society as a whole. This book provides a clear description of which jobs will be affected and how soon, and how we can provide solutions to some of the most profound changes that are coming. 253 pages. HMH. Pub. at $28.00. $14.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/819
Mathematics

**3740471 THE MATH BOOK.** Ed. by Karl Warsi. Packed with short, pithy explanations cut through like argon, step by step diagrams that unravel knotty theories, memorable quotes, and witty illustrations that play with our ideas about numbers. Whether you're an avid student or just curious, you'll find plenty to intrigue and stimulate you within these pages. 356 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. At $25.00 17.95

**377518 THE ULTIMATE MATHEMATICAL CHALLENGE: Over 365 Puzzles to Test Your Wits and Excite Your Mind.** By UK Mathematical Trust. Speciﬁcally curated from the UK Mathematics Trust’s catalog of puzzles, most of these problems can be tackled using no more than a little numerical knowledge and logical thinking. The perfect way to start your day, here are over 365 wits and excite your mind! Illus. 320 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. At $16.99 12.95

**2836912 THE HUMO NGOUS BOOK OF CALCULUS PROBLEMS.** By W. Michael Kelley. Presents a wonderfully-annotated series of more than 1,000 problems that cover all major areas of calculus—including highly-challenging Epsilon-Delta proofs and formal Riemann sums. Features extremely-thorough explanations of the problems and answers for non-mathematicians. Illus. 565 pages. Alpha. 81/2x11. Paperbound. At $24.95 20.95

**2836939 THE HUMONGOUS BOOK OF TRIGONOMETRY PROBLEMS.** By W. Michael Kelley. Not so good at tackling trigonometry? Well the only way to learn is to solve more problems. The whole point of this mammoth workbook provides puzzles, but with a big difference: really detailed answers, extra explanations to make even the most baffling concepts perfectly clear, and more than 750 problems and solutions. Illus. 454 pages. Alpha. 81/2x11. Paperbound. At $22.99 17.95

Science Essays & Surveys

**3767447 13 THINGS THAT DON’T MAKE SENSE: The Most Baffling Riddles of Comprehend Science.** By Michael Brooks. Science starts to get interesting when things don’t make sense. Spanning disciplines from biology to cosmology, from chemistry to psychology to physics, Brooks thrillingly captures the excitement, messiness, and controversy of the battle over where science is headed. 240 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. At $14.95 9.95

**375666 DESIGN IN NATURE: How the Concepts of Law Governs Evolution in Biology, Physics, Technology, and Social Organization.** By A. Bejan & J.P. Zane. Written in an easy style that achieves clarity without sacrificing complexity, this is a discussion of a scientific revolution that will fundamentally transform our understanding of the world around us. Illus. 296 pages. Basic. Paperbound. At $16.95 9.95

Comprehensive solutions are provided. Illus. 477 pages. Alpha. 81/2x11. Paperbound. At $22.99 17.95

**3737857 THE HUMONGOUS BOOK OF GEOMETRY PROBLEMS.** By W. Michael Kelley. With over 800 problems, all the major players are here: basic binary operations, inequalities, factors, fractions, decimals, percentages, exponents, roots and radicals, variables, linear equations, basic geometry, weights and measures, basic statistics, and more. Comprehensive solutions are provided. Illus. 575 pages. Alpha. 81/2x11. Paperbound. At $22.99 17.95

**3699471 THE CARTOON INTRODUCTION TO CALCULUS.** By G. Klein & T. Bauman. With a witty and engaging narrative of jokes and insights, Klein and Bauman offer an essential primer, in graphic novel form, for students or for anyone who is curious about math. Fully Illus. 257 pages. Hill & Wang. Paperback. At $13.95 9.95

**3821030 IT’S A NUMBERFUL WORLD.** By Eddie Woo. Mathematics at heart is the study of patterns. That realization changed the author’s life and how he thinks about the world. Here he gives us twenty six bite size chapters on the hidden mathematical marvels that encrypt our email, enchant our senses, and give us a glimpse of the mathematics that underlies our world. This exciting primer will leave your mind about what math can be. Illus. 310 pages. The Experiment. Paperbound. At $16.95 12.95

**3742266 REVERSIBILITY AND STOCHASTIC NETWORKS.** By F.P. Kelly. Discusses behavior in a broad range of stochastic networks or stochastic systems. For anyone interested in stochastic processes thanks to the author’s clear and easy to read style. Elementary probability is the only prerequisite. 230 pages. Cambridge. Paperbound. At $49.99 19.95

**3725076 AREA MAZE MADNESS: Stretch Your Brain with Fun Math and Challenging Logic Puzzles.** By Eugenia Cheng. Offers 80 all-new puzzles ranging from easy to challenging for you to test your wits against the brand-new math and logic puzzles. Ihnen Japan the famous Solutions provided. Fully Illus. 96 pages. Ulysses. Paperbound. At $10.95 8.95

**3719448 BEYOND INFINITY: An Expedition to the Outer Limits of Mathematics.** By Eugenia Cheng. The author explores the wild and woolly world of the infinitely large and the infinitely small. Along the way Cheng considers weighty questions like why some numbers are uncountable or why infinity plus one is not the same as one plus infinity. 284 pages. Basic. Paperbound. At $16.99 12.95

**6752489 A MOST ELEGANT EQUATION: Euler's Formula & the Beauty of Mathematics.** By David Stipp. Euler’s formula ties together everything from arithmetic to trigonometry to the circumference of a circle, trigonometry, calculus, and even infinity. In this lighthearted and fascinating account, Stipp shows how Euler’s formula can be used to unravel mysterious stories of the universe we live in. 221 pages. Basic. Paperbound. At $27.00 15.95

**3760655 CHANGE IS THE ONLY CONSTANT: The Wisdom of Calculus in a Madcap World.** By Ben Orlin. The author unscrews the conventions of art, literature, and everyday life. This is not just math for math’s sake; it’s math for the sake of becoming a wiser and more thoughtful human. In 28 engaging mathematical tales, he reveals that calculus is not just a dull tool but another means to grapple with. Drawings. 320 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Paperbound. At $27.99 17.95

**3763293 TALES OF IMPOSSIBILITY: The 2000-Year Quest to Solve the Mathematical Problems of Antiquity.** By David S. Richeson. Recounts the intriguing story of four of the most famous and studied questions in the history of mathematics: squaring the circle, trisecting an angle, doubling the cube and adding interior polygons in a circle. Richeson chronicles how these unsolvable problems have captivated mathematical thinking for centuries. Illus. 432 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. At $29.95 21.95

**3697460 EULER’S GEM: The Polyhedron Formula and the Birth of Topology.** By David S. Richeson. From ancient Greek geometry to today’s cutting-edge research, this volume celebrates the discovery of Euler’s beloved polyhedron formula and its far-reaching impact on topology—the study of shapes. This fascinating volume is filled with a who’s who of brilliant mathematicians. Through graph theory, Euler contributed to a remarkable theorem’s development. Illus. 317 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. At $19.95 15.95


**2891156 ONE TO NINE: The Inner Life of Numbers.** By Andrew Hodges. 330 pages. Norton. Paperbound. At $16.95 12.95

**2825864 DOING SIMPLE MATH IN YOUR HEAD.** By W.J. Howard. 130 pages. Chicago Review. Paperbound. At $14.95 9.95

**2999064 HOT X: Algebra Exposed.** By Danica McKellar. Drawings. 418 pages. Plume. Paperbound. At $17.00 9.55

**37648X THE RIDDLER: Fantastic Puzzles from FiveThirtyEight.** Ed. by Oliver Roeder. 186 pages. Norton. Paperbound. At $16.95 12.95

**3807223 EVERYDAY AMAZING: Fascinating Facts About the Science That Surrounds Us.** By Kate Mickissick. Discover the hundreds of amazing facts you accomplish every day of your life with this fact-filled guide. Chock-full of information across all science fields—sound waves, bio-science, microbiology, and more in this fun to read resource. Illus. in color. 256 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. At $19.99 9.95

**3709905 WHAT THE FUTURE LOOKS LIKE.** By Jim Al-Khalili et al. This collection of essays explain how today’s earthshaking discoveries will shape our world tomorrow and beyond in genomics, robotics, AI, the Internet of Things,” synthetic biology, transhumanism; interstellar travel; colonization of the solar system; teleporation; and much more. 240 pages. The Experiment. Paperback. At $16.95 9.50

**3707666 TOMORROWLAND: Our Journey from Science Fiction to Science Fact.** By Steven Kotler. Kotler guides readers on a mind-bending tour of the far frontier, and how these advances are radically transforming our lives. From the ways science and technology are fundamentally altering our bodies and our human existence, to the explosive collisions between science and culture we’re crossing moral and ethical lines we’ve never faced before. 284 pages. New Harvest. Paperbound. At $14.95 9.50

**3708082 SCIENCE IN THE FACE OF REASON: Selected Writings of a Passionate Rationalist.** By Richard Dawkins. The legendary biologist, provocateur, and bestselling author mounts a timely and passionate defense of science and reason that gives explosive collisions between science and culture we’re crossing moral and ethical lines we’ve never faced before. 284 pages. New Harvest. Paperbound. At $14.95 9.50
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Insects

**3798452 THE BEE FRIENDLY GARDEN.** By Doug Purdie. A guide for all gardeners great and small on attracting bees and other good bugs to your green space. Includes: how bees forage; a comprehensive plant guide to bee-friendly plants; signs of bee troubles; and natural pest control. Well illus. in color. 208 pages. Murdoch Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

**3745406 BEEKEEPING: A Seasonal Guide.** By Ron Brown. Packed with expert advice for beekeepers of all levels. Whether you are just starting out or an experienced beekeeper, this is a charming and practical guide to accompany you through each season of the year. Drawings. 192 pages. Basford. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

**5662357 500 INSECTS: A Visual Reference.** By Stephen A. Marshall. This colorful guide features 500 insects from all major orders, in a variety of climates and habitats. Marshall has selected some of his most interesting photographs that show the insect in its natural environment. Informative captions provide insights into these fascinating creatures. 528 pages. Firefly. Pub. at $29.95 $10.95

**3760790 RAISING BUTTERFLIES IN THE GARDEN.** By Brenda D’Eviduz. Features forty North American butterfly and moth species and more than 500 fascinating photographs showing all stages of each species’ life cycle. The guide also lists the host and nectar plants each species relies on. 384 pages. Firefly. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

**2786205 BUTTERFLIES.** By David Hawcock. Expertly crafted, these eight exquisitely detailed and beautiful pop-up spreads include detailed information on the habits, life and main characteristics of the fascinating order of insects. Lepidoptera. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.95

**3719324 THE MOSQUITO: A Human History of Our Deadliest Predator.** By Timothy C. Winegard. A pioneering work that offers a dramatic new perspective on the history of humankind, showing how throughout millennia, the mosquito has been the single most powerful force for change. With surprising insights and fast paced story telling, this volume is the indispensable guide to the natural microcosm in our backyards is the definitive resource for amateur gardeners, insect lovers, and professional entomologists with more than 3,300 full-color photos, and concise, informative text. 704 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00 $27.95

**2969726 THE LIVES OF THE BEES: The Natural History of A Social Insect.** By Thomas D. Seeley. The captivating story of what scientists are learning about the behavior, social life, and survival strategies of honey bees living outside the bee-keeper’s hive. In this updated account Seeley reveals how we can become better custodians of honey bees and make use of their resources in ways that enrich their lives as well as our own. Well illus., mostly in color. 353 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95

**3744625 THE LITTLE BOOK OF BEES.** By Hilary Kearney. Bees first appeared on Earth an incredible 130 million years ago. Since the time of the dinosaurs, evolution has been changing these amazing creatures on a remarkable journey, and there are now over 20,000 species on the planet. This volume will explore types of bees and the fascinating diversity of the world of beekeeping. One story that will teach you the story of bees and more. Well illus. 224 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

**2988534 BUTTERFLIES OF THE NORTHEAST.** By Jaret C. Daniels. This pocket-sized format with professional photos and key markings, and organized by color for quick and easy identification in the field. Adventure Publications. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.95 PRICE CUT to $5.95

**2686741 METAMORPHOSIS: Astonishing Insect Transformations.** By Rupert Soskin. Collecting the remarkable photographs and providing the facts in his previous volume, the author takes us up close to a range of insects including butterflies, beetles, stick insects and grasshoppers. He transforms our understanding of every day of their unique life cycles. 256 pages. Bloomsbury. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $50.00 PRICE CUT to $11.95

**3736725 BUZZ: The Nature and Necessity of Bees.** By Thor Hanson. To know the bee, isn’t just to understand a fascinating and beautiful animal: it’s to glimpse a web of relationships, great and small, that unite the human and the natural worlds. Hanson shows us why all bees are wonders to celebrate and protect. Once you read this, you’ll never overlook them again. Illus. 283 pages. Basic. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

**2987104 UNDERBUG: An Obscure Tale of Termites and Technology.** By Lisa Margonelli. Are we more termites than we ever imagined? This book, a new perspective of the termite world, becomes a personal exploration. The author uncovers disquieting answers about the world’s most underdressed insect and what it means to human beings. 303 pages. FSG. Pub. at $27.00. PRICE CUT to $4.95

**3696030 BUZZ, STING, BITE: Why We Need Insects More Than Ever.** By Jaret C. Daniels. An enthusiastic, witty, and fascinating introduction to the world of insects and why the planet we inhabit could not survive without them. You’ll learn that there is more value in the buzz than we can imagine and the more you learn about insects the more fascinating they become. Drawings. 235 pages. S&S. Pub. at $26.00 PRICE CUT to $11.95


**2848972 INSECTS & BUGS OF NORTH AMERICA.** By Jaret C. Daniels. Fully illus. in color. Adventure Publications. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.95 $5.95

**2838176 THE BEE BOOK.** By Fergus Chadwick et al. Fully illus. in color. 221 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $25.00 PRICE CUT to $5.95


**DVD 2860013 LEARNING TO SEE: THE World of Insects.** MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**2904225 THE LIFE AND LOVE OF THE INSECT.** By Jean Henri Fabre. 262 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 PRICE CUT to $5.95

**2852297 QUEENSPOTTING: Meet the Remarkable Queen Bee and Discover the Drama of the Heart of the Hive.** By Hilary Kearney. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Storey. Pub. at $19.95 PRICE CUT to $11.95

---

**3721810 250 AMAZING FISHING TIPS: The Best Tactics and Techniques to Catch Any and All Game Fish.** By Larry Underwood. Focusing on freshwater game fish, the seasoned angler espouses all the essential tips that he has picked up from decades of experience on the water. His techniques are applicable to rivers and streams, estuaries and inlets, bays, beaches, and offshore. Illus. 256 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**3788482 THE COMPLETE MANUAL FOR YOUNG SPORTSMEN.** By Frank Forester. First published in 1965, this manual is for every young man’s (or young woman’s) guide to everything outdoors. With original illustrations and step by step instructions, every person old or young can learn to be an outdoor enthusiast. Fully illus. in color. Willow Creek. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

**2841924 NYPHMS, VOLUME I: The Mayflies.** By Ernest G. Schwiebert. Fully revised and greatly expanded since its original publication in 1973, this new Nymphs calls upon decades of experience—years that connect extraordinarily different eras of fly-fishing—to present a lasting, highly usable angler’s encyclopedia for all of North America. 16 pages of color illus. 628 pages. Willow Creek. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

**2945673 SHOOTER’S BIBLE GUIDE TO CARTRIDGES.** By W. Todd Wooldred. The Shooter’s Bible is the most illustrated guide to cartridges is the latest addition to the accessible and engaging Shooter’s Bible guidebook series. Featuring dozens of fresh, new cartridges, this trusted and proven guide provides essential information that can save you money and time. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $9.55

**2945681 SHOOTER’S BIBLE GUIDE TO KNIVES, 2ND EDITION.** By Roger Eckstine. With photographs and descriptions of more than 550 knives, this compendium treats readers to more product highlights and historical information than ever before. Includes detailed specifications and prices, bios of more than forty makers, knife anatomy, the battle for knife rights, and much more! 240 pages. Skyhorse. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.59

**3699994 FIELD & STREAM THE TOTAL REDNECK MANUAL.** By T.E. Nickens & W. Jordan. Written and approved by our redneck budge proudly with this comprehensive guide, bringing together more than 200 skills for living large. Includes extensive sections on hunting, fishing, and camping plus tips on everything from hooking up a tractors implement to throwing a Buck knife and opening a bottle with a dollar bill. Covers has metal corners. Fully illus. in color. Willow Creek. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.00 $7.95

---
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**379690 MAJESTIC HORSE: Nobility, Beauty, and Spirit.** By Seraphina Alexander. A breathtakingly beautiful and thoughtfully inspiring, this gorgeous book provides a treasury of information on the importance and value of horses. From the noble and fantastical Friesian, through the petite and dainty Shetland to the noble and fantastical Friesian, you’ll discover all the interesting breeds from around the world, as well as the awe-inspiring wild herds. 268 pages. Chartwell. 9¾x12¼. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**379426 GREAT MOUNTAINS.** By David Quammen. This captivating guide gives a portrait of children and all ages of a close and personal visit with two adorable miniature horses named Little Cloud and Chief. Who needs horse property and extra chores, when you can invite a pair of darling mins right into your living room any time you want? 70 minutes. WWM. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**377420 KENTUCKY HORSE TALES.** By Erich A. Kris Jr. Ellis was born into the Thoroughbred horse business and has worked in it for seventy-five years. He has been an owner, breeder, trainer, writer and radio broadcaster. Join him as he entertains with fascinating stories from more than seven decades with Thoroughbreds. Photos. 154 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $17.95

**370104 THE AMERICAN MUSTANG GUIDEBOOK.** By Lisa Dines. Illus. 152 pages. Willow Creek. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95


**6905722 HENTOPIA: Create a Hassle-Free Habitat for Your Hens.** By Chris Mclaughlin. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $12.95


**6979020 FAREWELL TO THE HORSE: A Cultural History.** By Ulrich Raulff. Well illus., some in color. 449 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $35.00 $19.95

**6979130 THE WHITE HORSE.** By Mary McCartney. 200 pages. Rizzoli. 11½x8½. Pub. at $55.00 $24.95


**6959472 THE JOY OF KEEPING GOATS: The Ultimate Guide to Dairy and Meat Goats.** By Laura Chilf. A small farm owner offers this unique guide on how to choose the right breed for your farm; oversee breeding, birthing, and nursing; manage safe, humane housing and fencing; open market; and how to market your goats and pork. Well illus. in color. 324 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**6935796 ESTHER THE WONDER PIG: Changing the World One Heart at a Time.** By Steve Jenkins et al. Unlike pig owners Steve and Derek got a whole lot more than they bargained for when the designer micro piglet they adopted turned out to be a full-sized 600-pound sow. After some 877.2 pounds and 17 months of daily care, housing pigs, including benefits and drawbacks of a number of housing systems are discussed and also butchering humanely and economically. Color photos. 261 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

**379623 LOCALLY MADE: How We Built a Plucky, Industry-Changing Egg Farm—from Scratch.** By Lucie C. Amundson. 330 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $17.00 $9.95


**6979434 ANIMAL CAMP, REVISED: Reflections on a Decade of Loving and Caring for Galapagos, Antarctic and the Florida Everglades.** By Children’s Books; bracelets, necklaces and enter tains children of all ages as they venture into the heart of the most exciting and pristine environments on the planet. Over 4 hours on three DVDs. Questor. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**379560X WHAT’S KILLING MY CHICKENS? The Poultry Predator Detective Manual.** By Gal Darmon. From added to wind egg, crossed beak to zygote, if it contains any zygote, this comprehensive encyclopedia now you can find the answers to all your chicken questions quickly and easily. Illus. in color. 320 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**2850478 HENTOPIA: Create a Hassle-Free Habitat for Happy Chickens.** By Frank Hyman. Turn your backyard into a henhouse: a chicken habitat that keeps your flock safe, clean, fed, and entertained, with less work left over for you. This ingenious guide will help you create a sustainable paradise for your hens. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Storey. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

**2826348 RAISING RABBITS FOR MEAT.** By Enid Cappell Rapp. Rabbits are one of the most sustainable, nutritious, and economic meat sources available. They can easily be raised in a variety of locations and climates, and require less space and investment than many other species of livestock. This how-to guide will help you succeed in starting and running a home-rabbits for meat or income. Well illus. 182 pages. New Society. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

**3798429 RAISING PASTURED RABBITS FOR MEAT.** By Nichki Carangelo. With an emphasis on animal welfare and environmental impact, this guide includes start to finish plans for pasture-based production. This book covers breeding and feeding techniques, care and nutrition tips, guidelines for processing and marketing, and more. This is an essential resource in integrating rabbit on a diversified farm or homestead. Well illus. in color. 215 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

**319861X STOREY’S GUIDE TO RAISING PIGS, FOURTH EDITION.** By John Littleton. A guide to helping choose the right breed for your farm; oversee breeding, birthing, and nursing; manage safe, humane housing and fencing; open market; and how to market your hogs and pork. Well illus. in color. 324 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

**693187X THE PIG: A Natural History.** By Richard Leakey. The pig: an omnivore that has adapted to living in so many places, this animal is the most common and an important species, from the prehistoric “hell pig” to today’s placid porker, covering the pig’s natural history, role in human life and culture, and breeds. Fully illus.; most in color. 228 pages. Ketchum. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**2993945 HAPPY PIGS TASTE BETTER: A Complete Guide to Organic and Humane Pasture-Based Pork Production.** By Alice Percy. In this invaluable guide to raising hogs, the author advises readers on pasturing and feeding hogs organically, as well as managing the breeding herd and caring for piglets. Also included is a glossary of pig farming industry terms, including benefits and drawbacks of a number of housing systems are discussed and also butchering humanely and economically. Color photos. 261 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95


**379065 ANIMAL STORIES: The Butterfly, the Bird, and the Man.** By Richard Proctor. Featuring stories about animals and their people, this book takes you on a breathtaking journey around the world for some of the most gripping and surprising animal behavior in the wild.

**3978252 BEARS IN THE BACKYARD: Big Animals, Sprawling Suburbs, and the New Urban Jungle.** By Edward R. Ricciuti. This extraordinary research tells us, for the first time, how wildlife are encroaching on human turf, how it impacts all of us, and how to deal with it on both societal and personal levels. Readers will learn how to protect against potential dangers even as they are being thoroughly entertained by hair-raising tales of real-life encounters. 248 pages. Countryman. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

**2960674 DOGS AND THEIR PEOPLE.** By BarkPost. Community sourced from before paleo, anecdotes, stories, photos, and intimate sights, this collection spotlights more than two hundred unique and remarkable dogs. But this work isn’t just about the dogs, it’s about celebrating them. You, the extraordinary, unconditional love we feel for them. 275 pages. Pulnam. Pub. at $25.00 $4.95

**Blu-ray 3751196 POLAR BEARS 3D: Ice Bear.** widescreen. Featuring breathtaking cinematography shot over twelve months in the Canadian Arctic and capturing rarely-seen behavior, this is an enthralling and captivating look at their changing world. Includes 3D and 2D versions. Also includes a making-of DVD. Also includes a bonus CD of soothing music. English SDH. 50 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

**DVD 2880121 NATURE’S TREASURES.** Fullscreen. The animal kingdom is richer than any empire in human history, and is full of delightful surprises. This extraordinary 16-part series covers a great array of creatures with extraordinary HDV and HDV digital deep sea magicians, Amazing Babies, Dry Desert, Night Life, and White Wonderland. Includes a bonus CD of soothing music. Packaged in an embossed tin case. Over six hours on 5 DVDs. Imagi Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**DVD 3715272 UNCAGED.** See the fascinating animals of Africa, China, India, Nepal, Latin America, South America, the Galapagos, Antarctica and the Florida Everglades, this film features孙悟空 who becomes a hero and entertains children of all ages as they venture into the heart of the most exciting and pristine environments on the planet. Over 4 hours on three DVDs. Questor.
Animals

**3620122** THE ILLUSTRATED BESTIARY: Guidance and Rituals from 36 Inspiring Animals. By Masa Tali. The mystical and meaningful traits of thirty-six powerful animals are profiled. How those traits can guide our intentions, inform our actions, offer wisdom and insight are explored. A deck of thirty-six beautifully illustrated oracle cards are included. Suggested rituals, and readings, guide readers in cultivating and accessing each animal’s energy. 36 cards. Storey. Pub. at $19.95

**2999633** WILD LIFE. By Brad Wilson. Bringing animals into the studio to create dramatic and engaging portraits, Wilson presents these photos on a pure black background to showcase the animals’ powerful presence, both on the subjects, and to fully appreciate each powerful expression and evocative pose. From elephants and giraffes to owls and eagles; this dazzling collection celebrates the animal kingdom. 184 pages. Prestel. 10x12. Pub. at $49.95

**3768473** WAR ANIMALS: The Unsung Heroes of World War II. By Robin Hutton. Tells the heartwarming stories of the dogs, horses, mules, pigeons, and one cat, who did their bit for the war effort. American and British families volunteered beloved family pets and farm dogs to aid in the war effort. The shining loyalty and courage of these heroes is a testimony to the enduring bond between us and the animals we love. 428 pages. Regency. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

**3701905** REINDEER: An Arctic Life. By Tilly Smith. Takes the reader through the extraordinary natural history of the reindeer, with colorful anecdotes about the author’s own Scottish herd. From flat “clown-like” hooves to warm furry noses and majestic antlers, you’ll fall in love with nature’s most adaptable arctic mammal. Drawings. 188 pages. History Press. £12.95

**2875335** SUPERNAVIGATORS: Exploring the Wonders of Animal Navigation. By Kurt Repanshek. Repanshek, an internationally recognized marine biologist, presents a forward-thinking approach to returning this keystone species to the West. 229 pages. Torrey House Press. $24.95

**3703193** BIOLOGY AND CONSERVATION OF RIDLEY SEA TURTLES. Ed. by Pamela T. Plotkin. An integral part of oceanic ecosystems, ridleys present a conservation challenge. Ridley turtles are abundant in some areas and declining in others, whereas Kemp’s ridleys are endangered but still slowly recovering. Plotkin and her colleagues reveal the nature of these species and the steps needed to make sure they remain a permanent part of the marine environment. Illus. 356 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $66.00

**2798095** PATH OF THE PUMA: The Remarkable Jaguar of the Mountain Lion. By Agustin Williams. Dusk is a time when most wild life animals are experiencing declining populations in the face of development and climate change, the puma, has experienced population growth and its expanding its territory. The author helps readers to what a commitment to nature and conservation means in this day and age. Well illus. in color. 310 pages. Patagonia Books. Pub. at $29.95

**6556446** MAMMOTS, REVISED EDITION: Giants of the Ice Age. By A. Lister & P. Bahn. A dazzling visual record of one of Earth’s most extraordinary species, this thoroughly updated and revised edition integrates exciting new research to tell the story of one of Earth’s most extraordinary species, their mastodonts, and their relatives, all icons of the Ice Age. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Stanford. Pub. at $59.95

**6890681** TRANSYLVANIAN DINOSAURS. By D.B. Weishampel & C. McDonald. Covers the latest information across a broad range of topics including discoverers, floras, geology, paleontology of the region, casting these ancient reptiles in their phylogeny, paleoecological, and evolutionary contexts. What authors find is that Transylvanian dinosaurs experienced a unique level of evolutionary advancement. Well illus., some in color. 301 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $63.00


**3737519** GREAT PLAINS BISON. By Dan O’Brien. Traces the history and ecology of this American symbol from the origins of the great herds that once dominated the prairie to its near extinction in the late nineteenth century and the subsequent efforts to restore the bison population. Illus. 111 pages. Bison. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95


**375426X** ON THE BACKS OF TURTISES: Darwin, the Paleontologist, and the Evolution of Our Closest Relatives. By Ian Redmond.
More Works on Nature

8956822 U.S. ARMY GUIDE TO MAP READING AND NAVIGATION. By Department of the Army, U.S. Army Engineers. A comprehensive explanation of the meaning and uses of maps, whether photographic, planimetric (standard-style), or topographic, then proceeds to the use of these maps, discussing compass techniques, celestial navigation, and determination of distance. Illus. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

3727994 WILDFLOWERS OF THE APPALACHIAN TRAIL. By Leonard Ma. Full page color photos to help identify the flowers; detailed descriptions of the wildflowers, including where they grow, and snapshots in color of the flowers, leaves, stems, and bloom seasons. 224 pages. Menasha Ridge. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

2945916 WOODCRAFT AND INDIAN LORE. By Ernest Thompson Seton. The ultimate outdoor guide for campers of every age and background. Combining scientific knowledge with Native American wisdom and practices, this guide is essential for boy scouts, their pack leaders, and any guides leading outdoor trots. Illus. 590 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

2995069 SAS AND ELITE FORCES GUIDE PREPARING TO SURVIVE. By Chris McNab. Learn about developing a survival plan; securing your home; building a bunker; survival equipment; preparing an ash/oil kit; communications; stockpiling and storage; self-defense; using weapons, and more. Illus. 320 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $19.45 $4.95

3787347 THE HURRICANE PREPAREDNESS HANDBOOK. By Bob Stearns. Proper preparation can limit damage, protect long-term finances, and even save lives during a hurricane. This small reference is an invaluable step by step guide for anyone who lives in a region threatened by these terrifying storms. No one should go through a hurricane without first reading this manual. Illus. 215 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

2999234 FIELD GUIDE TO THE WATER’S EDGE. By S. Leatherman & J. Williams. With hundreds of vivid photographs and illustrations and habitat-specific tips on discovering natural phenomena, this handy guide provides fascinating reading and invaluable step by step guide for everyone who could survive in the wild, with nothing but your wits, your strength, and your wits. This guide will tell you how, offering 272 essential wilderness skills like how to build fires, make shelter, find food, craft tools and much more. Comes with metal corners. Fully illus. in color. 1000 pages. Questar. Pub. at $29.00 $4.95

29083678 WOODCRAFT AND INDIAN LORE. By Ernest Thompson Seton. The ultimate outdoor guide for campers of every age and background. Combining scientific knowledge with Native American wisdom and practices, this guide is essential for boy scouts, their pack leaders, and any guides leading outdoor trots. Illus. 590 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

3721639 OUTDOOR LIFE THE ULTIMATE BUSHCRAFT SURVIVAL MANUAL. Tim MacWelch. Have you ever wondered whether you could survive in the wild, with nothing but a knife and a fire? This manual will tell you how, offering 272 essential wilderness skills like how to build fires, make shelter, find food, craft tools and much more. Comes with metal corners. Fully illus. in color. 1000 pages. Questar. Pub. at $29.00 $4.95

299951X THE SURVIVAL MANUAL: The Adventurer’s Guide to Staying Alive in the Wild. By Jason Polley. Could you survive in the wild? This manual is a hands-on guide to proven survival skills that are well within the reach of anyone from urban commuters to experienced adventurers. With hundreds of vivid photographs and detailed, easy to follow instructions, this is an important manual that will help your wilderness skills and stay safe during all of your outdoor adventures. SHOPWORN. 250 pages. Adams Media. 8x10%. Pub. at $26.99 $7.95

3751678 BUSHCRAFT ILLUSTRATED: A Visual Guide. By Dave Canterbury. With its many helpful illustrations and detailed, easy to follow instructions, this is a must have manual for anyone who wants to learn how to create their drinking water. Illus., many in color. 250 pages. The Experiment. Paperback Pub. at $17.95 $4.95

2915936 ANCIENT WYOMING: A Dozen Lost Worlds Based on the Geology of the Bighorn Basin. By K. Johnson & W. Clyde. Merges paleontology, geology, and artistry to illustrate what Wyoming looked like when it was a deep inland sea, a muddy swamp, a endless field of sand dunes, and a land of glass and granite. These stunning photos provide fascinating details on the flora and fauna of the past 500 million years. 64 pages. Fultom. 12x8%. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $12.95


SOLD OUT

2915397 EPIC SURVIVAL: Extreme Adventure, Stone Age Wisdom, and Let’s Get Back to Nature. By M. Graham & J. Young. Drawing on experiences from his six-month stint living alone in the wilderness, Graham offers insights that will be a surprise even for those who have applied to their own survival adventures. His story is both an inspiration and inspiration, teaching even the most urban among us important and breathtaking lessons. 295 pages. Sports Publications. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/819

2892266 TOTAL SURVIVAL. By James C. Jollis. The author shares a variety of practical survival skills, principles and ideas in a easy to read format that will aid the reader in becoming stronger, safer and more self reliant. These ten survival principles are the key to surviving everyday life, especially during an emergency. Well illus. in color. 179 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. **$3.95**

3730069 RIVERS OF AMERICA: The Housatonic. By Chad Flowers Smith. Tells the story of this 115-mile long river, its headwaters near Pittsfield, Massachusetts, to its harbor in Long Island Sound between Bridgeport and New Haven, Connecticut, since its emergence from Native American settlement by colonization, and to its more recent history. 532 pages. Lyons. Paperback. **SOLD OUT**


2842777 A FIELD GUIDE TO CAPE COD. By Patrick J. Lynch. 434 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $27.50. **PRICE CUT TO $9.95**

2995124 THE BOTANICAL BIBLE: Plants, Flowers, Art, Hashtags, Throwbacks, Flashbacks and of course animals; this beautiful volume offers stunning views of this world including wildlife, houses, and a powerful evocative place in the mind. Filled with beautiful photographs, Anthes offers stunning views of this world including wildlife, houses, locks, and aqueducts left behind. Schiffer. 10x17¾. Paperback. Pub. at $45.00. **$22.95**

3707814 SILENT KINGDOM: A World Beneath the Waves. Photos by Christian Vizl. Through stunning black and white photography, Vizl brings to life a world that is as colorful and full of life as the world above the surface. Well illus. in black and white. 160 pages. University of Tennessee. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. **$9.95**

3768702 @NATGEO: The Most Popular Instagram Photos. By James Balog et al. Packed with the most liked, commented on, and favorite photos from National Geographic's iconic Instagram account. Embracing the diversity of the account and weaving in firsthand stories such as hashtags, throwbacks, flashbacks and of course animals, this gorgeous little volume features stunning imagery that will delight and inspire. 334 pages. National Geographic. 6x9¾. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. **$9.95**


2995123 SOUL OF THE ROCKIES. By Ed Cooper. Celebrate the remarkable Rocky Mountains with this stunning photographic journey from the Canadian border at Idaho and Montana to the Mexican border to Big Bend National Park. Brings America's most iconic mountain range to life. Falcon, 9x11½. Paperback. **$7.95**

6853987 DVD: VAPES OF AFRICA. Topics Entertainment. **$6.95**


3685086 PREDATORS OF AFRICA. Topics Entertainment. **$6.95**


2892243 WILD COASTS: A Celebration of the Places Where Land Meets Sea. By Mykel & Ruth E. Hawke. This delightful celebration of the wider aspects of Britain's coast and its inhabitants is brought to life in splendid photographs, while the text tells what you'll see and where—from Land's End to John O'Groats via truly scenic routes. 206 pages. **$6.95**

2881837 THE ARCTIC: Bridgehead of the North. By Donald T. Henninger, photos by B. Rommelt. For many years Rommelt has travelled throughout the cold zones of the USA, Canada, Greenland, Iceland, Norway, Sweden, Finland, and Russia to capture the fascination of the area, its natural spectacles, and its unique light. This volume features his photographs along with text by Dr. Henninger that document the treasures of the Arctic. 208 pages. White Star. 11x9½. Paperback. **$6.95**

6949790 PARKE COUNTY: Indiana's Covered Bridge Capital. By Marsha Williamson Mohr. Picturesque Parke County, Indiana, is home to beautiful meadows, countless meandering streams, and 31 historic covered bridges, ranging from 43 to 315 feet long. Mohr has spent years in the area, capturing these spellbinding images of the bridges and nearby farms and the natural beauty of the area, season by season. 146 pages. InUP. 11x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00. **$5.95**

3768932 BROWN COUNTY MORNINGS. By Gary Moore. In this gorgeous collection of stunning photographs, Moore reveals the spirit of Brown County, Indiana, in the morning hours as it awakens to the new day. This treasure beckons visitors to the enchanting place of the island and park are like during the rest of the year, the quiet season. For over a year, the author explored the park daily, embracing the available light, capturing the experience of the moment, as he felt it. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Schiffer. 10x8½. Paperback. **$25.95**


2795108 THE CHESAPEAKE AND OHIO CANAL: An Anthology. Take a journey along the 184-mile Chesapeake and Ohio Canal, from the streets of Georgetown to the rural back roads of western Maryland and eastern West Virginia. In more than 100 beautiful photographs, Anthos brings to life a world that is as colorful and full of life as the world above the surface. 280 pages. Lyons. Paperback. **PRICE CUT TO $23.95**

3707814 SILENT KINGDOM: A World Beneath the Waves. Photos by Christian Vizl. Through stunning black and white photography, Vizl brings to life a world that is as colorful and full of life as the world above the surface. Well illus. in black and white. 160 pages. University of Tennessee. Paperback. Pub. at $45.00. **$22.95**

3763277 THE NEVADA TEST SITE. By Emmett Gowan. This renowned American photographer presents staggering aerial photographs of the Nevada National Security Test Site, a powerful evocative place that forms a testament to the harms we inflict on our surroundings, the importance of bearing witness, and the possibilities for aesthetic redemption and a more hopeful future. 160 pages. Princeton. 10x12¼. Paperback. Pub. at $49.95. **PRICE CUT TO $34.95**
Nature Photography

**2804751** THE GRAND CANYON: Between River and Sky. By Randy Peffer and Simon J. Critchley. A collection of more than 175 incredible images of this iconic national park through stunning, rarely seen images of such locations as Marble Canyon, Havasu Creek, Great Thumb Mesa, "Hell Alley," and Mount Synella. An inspiration and reminder of why we should preserve such a cherished public space. 11¾x10½/13x10¼. Paperback. At $26.00.

**2971089** THE GRAND CANYON: Unseen Beauty. By Tom Henehan. A stunning collection of more than 175 incredible images of such locations as Lava Falls Rapid, the Bridge of Sighs, Redwall Cavern, The Colorado River Little Colorado River, Elves Chasm and Havasu Canyon. This lavishly illustrated volume will inspire and remind you why we should preserve such a cherished public space. 10x11¼/9x10½. Paperback. At $24.95.

Nutrition & Weight Management

**2907273** THE SUPER METABOLISM DIET. By D. Zelkenzo & K. Mayo. Whether you want to improve your body, your health, or your energy levels, this guide will help you maximize your "birth chi." By eating in line with your "energy profile," you can live longer and healthier. By Mantak Chia explores how to strengthen your "birth chi" through your eating habits, revealing which foods will address imbalances in your five-element organ energy profile, your "birth chi." By eating in line with your "energy profile," you can live longer and healthier. By Mantak Chia explores how to strengthen your "birth chi" through your eating habits, revealing which foods will address imbalances in your five-element organ energy profile, your "birth chi." By eating in line with your “birth chi” through your eating habits, revealing which foods will address imbalances in your five-element organ energy profile, your “birth chi.” By eating in line with your “birth chi” through your eating habits, revealing which foods will address imbalances in your five-element organ energy profile, your “birth chi.” By eating in line with your “birth chi” through your eating habits, revealing which foods will address imbalances in your five-element organ energy profile, your “birth chi.”

**2927655** THE CALORIEKING CALORIE, FAT & CARBOHYDRATE COUNTER, 2017 EDITION. By Alain Boursier. Fat, calories count, but calories are king and this reference has them all including more than 200 food-fast chain foods. Also included is a diabetes diet guide, and counters for cholesterol, fiber, protein, salt/sodium, and alcohol. 298 pages.

**3810038** WHEAT BELLY, REVISED: Lose the Wheat, Lose the Weight, and Find Your Path Back to Health. By William Davis. A provocative look at how eliminating wheat from our diets can help us lose weight, shrink unsightly bulges, and reverse a broad spectrum of health problems. Davis exposes the truth about modern-day wheat, and offers a step by step plan to navigate a new wheat-free lifestyle. This revised edition includes the latest nutritional research. 369 pages. Rodale. Paperback. At $17.99.

**3639732** WHEAT BELLY: Lose the Wheat, Lose the Weight, and Find Your Path Back to Health. By William Davis. A provocative look at how eliminating wheat from our diets can help us lose weight, shrink unsightly bulges, and reverse a broad spectrum of health problems. Davis exposes the truth about modern-day wheat, and offers a step by step plan to navigate a new wheat-free lifestyle. This revised edition includes the latest nutritional research. 369 pages. Rodale. Paperback. At $17.99.

**3731235** TAIST II BIOSERIES: EATING FOR BALANCE: Your Personal Program for Five-Element Nutrition, By M. Chia & C. Harkness-Giles. In this Inner Alchemy nutrition guide, Master Mantak Chia reveals how to structure your eating habits, revealing which foods will address imbalances in your five-element organ energy profile, your “birth chi.” By eating in line with your “birth chi,” you can live longer and healthier.


**3823939** THE CASE AGAINST SUGAR. By Gary Taubes. 375 pages. Hyper. At $32.94.

**3778399** ASK ME ANYTHING! Sexy Food Therapy. TM Media Group. DVD. At $19.99.

Healthy Cooking & Special Diets

**3830673** ATKINS: Eat Right, Not Less. By Colette Heimowitz. Now you can focus on eating right, not less, for painless weight management and weight loss! Includes 229 delicious recipes, selected from a variety of Atkins plans. Emphasizes lean meats, fresh vegetables, low-glycemic carbohydrates, whole grains, fresh fruits, legumes, nuts, and seeds. Color photos. 328 pages.

**378892X** DELICIOUS DIABETIC RECIPES. By Raja Hafiz. Eat well, eat healthy! These scrumptious recipes, using the American Diabetes Association Exchange Charts and the new and effective carb counting method, make it simple for diabetics to indulge in healthy and delicious treats while still meeting all the nutritional standards for sugars and fiber. 368 pages. Rodale. Paperback. At $14.95.

**3823939** THE ANGRY CHEF’S GUIDE TO SPOTTING BULLSH*T IN THE WORLD OF FOOD: Bad Science and the Truth About Healthy Eating. By Anthony Wannet. The angry chef explains why we are so confused about our diets, how to sift through the nutrition myths, and how to reverse a broad spectrum of health problems. 305 pages. Rodale. At $24.99.

**3751007** HEALTHY LIVER. By Cris Beer. Contains all the tools and recipes you need to heal and restore this essential organ. With an easy-to-follow diagnosis questionnaire and a simple Liver Detox Plan, this guide is your definitive reference to keep your liver healthy. Well illus. with 160 pages. Rockpool. Paperback. At $22.95.

**690405X** FOODS THAT FIGHT CANCER, REVISED: Preventing Cancer Through Diet. By R. Beliveau & D. Gingras. Interprets what foods and how they work and how they can be the most effective against specific cancers. These powerful cancer-fighting foods can also help to strengthen the body as it undergoes cancer therapies and during the recovery process. Includes illustrated charts and diagrams. Well illus. in color. 240 pages. Firefly. Paperback. At $29.95.

**377000** 100 OF THE MOST EFFECTIVE WAYS TO SUPERCHARGE YOUR IMMUNE SYSTEM. By Cynthia Phillips et al. Proven, safe, and effective strategies for raising your metabolism and for helping to burn off calories and fat. All are grounded in the latest scientific research, and all are practical and easy to incorporate into even the busiest of schedules. Well illus. in color. 240 pages. Crestline. Paperback. At $14.99.


**3823939** THE CELEBRITY BOOK: And Other Plant-Powered, Cold-Pressed, Nutrition-Packed Superfood Recipes. By Melissa Pettus. Packed with colorful, vibrant photos, blending, and using celery juice and celery stocks in your day to day life can lead to weight loss, balanced blood sugars, enhanced energy levels, and a more vibrant, healthy diet. 273 pages. Rodale. At $24.95.


**370800X** EAT TO SLEEP. By Karman Meyer. You don’t need prescription drugs or lengthy sessions with a sleep consultant to fall asleep quickly and wake up refreshed. Get the quality sleep your mind and body need through your diet with this detailed guide. Includes five powerful new recipes for sleep-friendly dishes such as Chocolate Cherry Oatmeal, and a list of foods to boost sleep when you need a quick snack. 208 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. At $15.95.
Healthy Cooking & Special Diets

★ 382025 WHAT TO EAT WHEN: A Strategic Plan to Improve Your Health & Life Through Food. By Peter Bennett et al. Reveals that the internal clock that drives our lives—when we sleep and when we wake—also affects how we process food. In other words, when you eat is just as important as what you eat, and the authors give you a 31-day program that will show you a powerful new way to help you enjoy your very best life. Illus. 352 pages. National Geographic. Paperbound. At $16.99 $12.95

★ 3801056 CHIOWALKING: Fitness Walking for Lifelong Health and Energy. By Danny & Katherine Dreyer. Here is a revolutionary program that blends the health benefits of walking with the core principles of Tai Chi to deliver maximum physical, emotional, and mental fitness. You will get stronger, regardless of age or athletic ability, into great shape. Well illus. 258 pages. Fireside. Paperbound. At $15.99 $9.95

★ 383941 EAT TO BE ABDOMINALLY HEALTHY. By Anna Khesin. 138 pages. Ulysses. Paperbound. At $29.99 $19.95

★ 378825 2930226 THE TOTAL FITNESS MANUAL. By Michael L. Biro, Ed.D. If you’re just getting into fitness for the first time, looking to update your routine, or ready to take your program to the next level, the experts at Gold’s Gym and Gold’s Gym’s fitness experts reveal the secrets to getting in the best shape of your life! Well illus. in color. Weldon Owen. Paperbound. At $29.00 $6.95


★ 3817598 THE EATING INSTINCT: Food Culture, Body Image, and Guilt in America. By Virginia Sole-Smith. In this exploration of our relationship with food and our bodies, food culture expert Virginia Sole-Smith shows how every person’s experience is a product of our modern food culture. And everyone is asking the same question: How can we lose weight and look good? Why is it so hard to feel good about food? How can we make it better? 282 pages. Holt. At $28.00 $9.95


★ 3923913 7-DAY DETOX MIRACLE, REVISED 2ND EDITION. By Peter Bennett et al. Discover a simple seven-day detoxification program that will help you improve resistance to disease, normalize weight, and increase physical and mental stamina. Updated and revised, this edition features easy recipes, sample meal plans, and everything you need to begin your new life of healthier living. 386 pages. Three Rivers. Paperbound. At $19.99

★ 38217X THE PLANT PARADOX FAMILY COOKBOOK: 80 One-Pot Recipes to Nourish Your Family Using Your Instant Pot, Slow Cooker, or Sheet Pan. By Steven R. Gundry, M.D. Offers shocking evidence of just how wrong we’ve gotten kids’ nutrition and sets the record straight, offering an easy-to-follow strategy for helping your family eat healthier and happier. Includes more than 80 recipes that makes cooking for a family a breeze. Illus. in color. 262 pages. HarperWave. Paperbound. At $29.99

★ 374481 EAT TO BATTE ILLNESS: 80 Simple, Delicious Recipes Inspired by the Science of Food as Medicine. By Rupy Aujla. The internationally best-selling author reveals the scientifically proven foods and food groups that prevent illness, and teaches us how to create meals that benefit every part of our body. Well illus. 272 pages. HarperOne. Paperbound. At $32.99 $19.95

★ 392703 CLEAN PROTEIN. By K. Freeston & B. Friedrich. 271 pages. Hachette. At $27.00


★ 3815667 RADICAL METABOLISM: A Powerful Plan to Blast Fat and Reignite Your Energy in Just 21 Days. By Ann Louise Gittleman. 256 pages. Da Capo. At $28.00 $13.95


★ 393661 EATING WELL WITH HEMOCROMATOSIS. By Anna Khesin. 138 pages. Ulysses. Paperbound. At $15.99 $11.95


★ 381106 TOTAL GUT BALANCE: Fix Your Microbiome for Complete Digestive Wellness. By Mahmoud Ghannoun with E. Adamson. Within 24 hours, you can modify your microbiome (gut fungi) supporting a path to weight loss, better digestion, and more energy. This book outlines fast changes for fostering healthy fungi, as well as 7-day and 20-day diet plans with more than fifty dietitian-tested recipes to cultivate a thriving microbiome and set you on the path for long-term gut health. 322 pages. Countryman. At $27.95 $21.95

★ 371774 THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO EATING FOR LONGEVITY: The Macrobiotic Way to Live a Long, Healthy, and Happy Life. By S. Okamura. A book that teaches people how find living healthier easier than ever by learning how to apply the principal of “one healthy choice leads to another healthy choice.” This comprehensive work includes new research and cleans up misinformation about food to help you understand how to achieve your physical, spiritual and mental health. 16 pages of color photos. 424 pages. Pergamum. Paperbound. At $19.95 $14.95

Exercise & Fitness

LIMITED QUANTITY 3787850 OLD SCHOOL BOXING FITNESS: How to Train Like a Champion. By Mark DeVito. For men and women of all ages and levels of fitness, this 12-week training program is broken into three sections: boxing training, cardiovascular conditioning, and weight training. Well illus. in color. 254 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. At $16.99 $4.95

★ 38444 FIT IN 10: Slim & Strong—for Life! By Jenna Berenger Southerland. These simple recipes and min-bit sizing exercises can transform your body in just ten minutes a day. You’ll eat delicious whole foods, lose weight and build strength, speed your results, and feel great. Learn how to create meals that benefit every part of your body and clear up misinformation about food to help you understand how to achieve your physical, spiritual and mental health. 16 pages of color photos. 344 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. At $14.95 $8.95

★ 3727114 THE MEN’S HEALTH GYM PLAN: By M. Mojja & M. Murphy. The authority behind the optimal gym for strength training and cardiovascular fitness, with hundreds of exercises for free weights, stability balls, cardio equipment like treadmills and stationary bikes. Well illus. 316 pages. Rodale. 81x10%. $21.95

★ 381251 8 WEEKS TO SE And. By Mark Divine. This author’s straightforward program is filled with in depth philosophy and training on how to develop the character traits that go into making a Navy SEAL. Through mental and physical preparation, and proper nutrition, you can join thousands of other SEALFIT athletes who have improved their toughness, resiliency, and true methods. Well illus. 255 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. At $18.99 $4.95

★ 380130 WAKING ENERGY: 7 Timeless Practices Designed to Reboot Your Body, Brain, & Life to Increase Your Potential. By Jennifer Kries. With simplicity, clarity, and grace, Kries shows you how to experience a joyful connection to yourself and others, and understand the reserve of power to create your healthiest, most vibrant self. Each chapter focuses on one tradition and includes a quick reference guide for daily practice. 56 pages of color photos. 344 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. At $29.99 $6.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/819
2885018 MIND OVER MEDS: Know When Drugs Are Necessary, When Alternatives Are Better, and When to Let Your Body Heal on Its Own. By Andrew Well. This best selling author and doctor alerts readers to the problem of over-medication and outlines when medicine is needed. Dr. Well examines how we came to be so drastically over-medicated, and provides reliable integrative-medicine approaches to treating common ailments. 290 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

3717916 A VICTORIAN GUIDE TO HEALTHY LIVING. By Thomas Allinson. A man far ahead of his time, a healthy eating visionary, who was telling his readers in his popular newsvendor's decisions are often made quickly without a complete evaluation. With this guide, he gives back control of the surgical decision to the patient. Take it! HarperOne. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

5813897 RANGER MEDIC HANDBOOK. By U.S. Department of Defense. After decades of medical experience in war theaters throughout the world, the U.S. Army Rangers have distilled the critical components of lifesaving first aid into this official guide. Learn how to handle lacerations, contusions, burns, traumatic head injuries, amputations, and more. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

5770433 DON’T EAT THIS IF YOU’RE TAKING THAT: The Hidden Risks of Mixing Food and Medicine. By Madelyn & John Furst. The ultimate guide to food and medicine interaction. Readers can easily find a medication, see what foods to avoid, and make some smart swaps. Consumers can easily personalize their healthiest eating plan to work with, not against, their medications. 234 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

5770433 DON’T EAT THIS IF YOU’RE TAKING THAT: The Hidden Risks of Mixing Food and Medicine. By Madelyn & John Furst. The ultimate guide to food and medicine interaction. Readers can easily find a medication, see what foods to avoid, and make some smart swaps. Consumers can easily personalize their healthiest eating plan to work with, not against, their medications. 234 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

3405156 SPECIAL OPERATIONS FORCES MEDICAL HANDBOOK. By John Albanio et al. This handbook is a product of top medical officers of the U.S. Army, Navy, Marines and Air Force, and covers everything from battle injuries to food and nutrition, alternative medicine, and veterinary medicine. Prepares you for any medical crisis, whether you’re in the midst of battle, scuba diving on vacation, or on a hike in the woods. Illus. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

2834914 HOW TO BE WELL: The 6 Keys to a Happy and Healthy Life. By Frank Lipman with A. Green. With this unique handbook you’ll learn how to eat and nourish your body to ensure the body moves, protect against invisible assaults, unwind and consciously switch off, and connect to your body. The new art of living and meaning—practices and habits you can develop to live your best life. Color Illus. 256 pages. HMH. Pub. at $30.00


3286348 DO YOU NEED SPINE SURGERY? By David Hanscom. Whether you undergo spine surgery is one of the most important choices you will ever make, and Dr. Hanscom has observed that in this era of corporate medicine, surgical decisions are often made quickly without a complete evaluation. With this guide, he gives back control of the surgical decision to you the patient. Take it! HarperOne. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

2945894 THE WILDERNESS FIRST AID HANDBOOK. By Grant S. Lipman. An essential guide for every back pocket or backpack, offering step by step guidance for most wilderness emergencies, including allergic reactions; sprains and strains; bites and stings; heat, sun and cold. HarperOne. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

2997756 MITOCHONDRIA AND THE FUTURE OF MEDICINE: The Key to Understanding Disease, Chronic Illness, Aging, and Life Itself. By Lee Know. The author tells the epic story of mitochondria—the often overlooked powerhouse of our cells—and the vital role they play in the medicine and the fight against disease. He offers cutting edge information on supplementation and lifestyle changes for mitochondrial optimization and how to implement their use successfully. 257 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

3691403 THE SCOUTING GUIDE TO WILDERNESS FIRST AID. By Grant S. Lipman. An essential guide for every back pocket or backpack, offering step by step guidance for most wilderness emergencies, including allergic reactions; sprains and strains; bites and stings; heat, sun and cold. HarperOne. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

2993732 THE WHOLE BRAIN: The Microbiome Solution to Heal Depression, Anxiety, and Mental Fog Without Prescription Drugs. By Raphael Kellman. Introduces you to the complete system that affects your mental health, not just your brain, but your gut, microbiome, and even your hormones. The book outlines how the human body produces its own drugs that can treat pain, cure itself of many physical ailments, and can even combat most mild depression. 301 pages. Quercus. Pub. at $26.99

3712515 THE COMPLETE FIRST AID POCKET GUIDE. By John Furst. You’ll find everything you need to face medical emergencies. Each section includes a quick list of signs and symptoms to look for, along with step by step, first aid instructions in simple, clear and helpful illustrations that make this an ideal source to access lifesaving information. 304 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

2954984 MEDICAL SELF-CARE. By J.F. Fries & D.M. Vickery. Provides easy look up your symptoms and find an answer to the question: should you go see a doctor. This guide also covers emergencies, over 175 health care concerns and twenty medical crisis, whether you’re in the midst of medical crisis, whether you’re in the midst of veterinary medicine. Prepares you for any medical crisis, whether you’re in the midst of battle, scuba diving on vacation, or on a hike in the woods. Illus. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

3340196 EVERYDAY CHOCOLATE. By Beth MacEoin. In this book you’ll learn how to unlock the power of chocolate to improve your health, as well as its many uses around the home. This handbook is packed with hundreds of practical tips, tricks, and recipes for home, health and beauty. 124 pages. Nourish. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

9774403 YOU REALLY NEED SPINE SURGERY? By David Hanscom. Whether you undergo spine surgery is one of the most important choices you will ever make, and Dr. Hanscom has observed that in this era of corporate medicine, surgical decisions are often made quickly without a complete evaluation. With this guide, he gives back control of the surgical decision to you the patient. Take it! HarperOne. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99
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3990763 INDIAN WISDOM AND ITS GUIDING POWER. By Brad & Sherry Steiger. There is an enormous amount of archetypal power and energy to be gained from an exploration of Indian wisdom and belief. In this volume, the authors include personal exercises which allow the reader to go deep within and find the balance and strength of the "wise ones," so desperately needed in our future and health and have a much broader role in the body that we are only now discovering. Well illus. in color. 150 pages. Alteon. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

3770443 THE GARDEN APOTHECARY: Homemade Remedies for Everyday Ailments. By Reece Carter. A garden apothecary shows you how to grow and make your own gentle herbal remedies, taking you right through from growing your own plants to concocting your own tinctures and ointments. Using forty of his favorite recipes, Reece reveals how you can incorporate as many strains of CBD-rich cannabis; prepare and enjoy CBD from a variety of forms; and incorporate CBD into dozens of recipes, herbal medicines, soaps, lip balms, salves and lotions. Illus. in color. 190 pages. HQ. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

2997425 CBD EVERY DAY. By Sandra Hinchliffe. Expertly guides you as you experience using sixty allergy-friendly, preservative-free, artificial fragrance and dye-free recipes, and usage and technique chapters show you how to work with many strains of CBD-rich cannabis. Prepare and enjoy CBD from a variety of forms; and incorporate CBD into dozens of recipes, herbal medicines, soaps, lip balms, salves and lotions. Illus. in color. 190 pages. HQ. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

2963930 ESSENTIAL OILS HANDBOOK: Recipes for Natural Living. By Amy Leigh Mercree. An illustrated guide that provides the information you need to make these powerful healing oils, that can provide a simple and natural way to feel better. 228 pages. Sterling. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

2912688 APPLE CIDER VINEGAR HANDBOOK: Recipes for Natural Living. By Amy Leigh Mercree. Learn about the healing powers of this useful addition to the pantry and tasty ingredient in countless recipes. Discover how to use this ancient liquid is a necessity in your home and how to use it to achieve optimum health. Color photos. 240 pages. Sterling. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

3705514 FLU THERAPY: A Natural and Holistic Approach. By Elizabeth Waddell. A naturopathic physician shows you how to support your body's built-in defense mechanisms using the best of nature's pharmacy. You'll find tips on what you can do to keep yourself healthy and easy to prepare natural remedies in this indispensable pamphlet. 32 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $3.95. PRICE CUT to $1.95


2914590 CANNABIS COR SERS. By Beverly A. Cannabinoids--chemicals in cannabis--interact with the endocannabinoid (EC) system in the body, which has the ability to reduce inflammation, decrease stress, and speed recovery time, as well as elevating mood and optimism. An essential reference for seniors and canna-conscious consumers. By Salvatore Ronin. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95


Dvd 3770140 FOOT REFLEXOLOGY: The Master Guide. With this step by step Dvd, you and your partner will learn the simple techniques used to stimulate the reflex areas of the feet. Use foot reflexology to relieve stress and tension, to help promote healing and especially for personal pleasure and relaxation. 50 minutes. Alteon. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

3776201 HILDEGARD OF BINGEN'S HOLISTIC HEALTH SECRETS: Natural Remedies from the Visionary Pioneer of Herbal Medicine. By Melanie Schmidt-Ulmann. Introduces the visionary pioneer of herbal medicine and preventative health advice, fostering the mind-body connection, meditation and ecological considerations. You'll discover the healing benefits of key foods and plants, plus which foods to avoid, along with recipes for plant-based remedies. Illus. in color. 176 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

3771393 JUMP START AUTOPTHOTHERAPY. By Melissa Mayer. You can kick-start the natural healing process, autophtotherapy, through a series of easy to master diet and lifestyle changes explained in this research-based guide. Mayer will teach you everything you need to know to help your cells to live a longer, healthier life. 288 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

3771332 THE NATURE CURE: A Doctor's Guide to the Science of Natural Medicine. By Andreas Michelsen. This account explains how and why naturopathy works. The author breaks down the science behind natural ways of healing and shows how we can incorporate these methods into our everyday lives to help our body’s self-healing mechanisms. Discover methods of healing that don’t just cover up your symptoms, but actually address the cause of illness. 330 pages. Viking. Pub. at $28.00

2857867 MAKING YOUR HIGHER SELF: A Guide to Connecting to Self-Care. By Sophie Saint Thomas. Elevate your self-care routine and make time to relax and rejuvenate with one of the most highly effective wellness tools available. This title guides you through more than one hundred cannabis enhanced rituals that are as beneficial as they are enjoyable. 224 pages. Adams Media. Pub. at $15.99


6865240 101 AMUSING USES FOR TURMERIC. By Susan Branson. 143 pages. Familius. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95


LIMITED QUANTITY 3726738 YOGA FOR WIMPS. By Miriam Austin. Friendly, hand-holding way to start yoga, in three sections--"instant yoga" gets you going with 15 practice poses, "just relax" gives you 6 minutes; "Fix-Its" offers solutions to specific problems, and a "Glossary" demonstrates every pose correctly. Fully illus. in color. 108 pages. Sterling. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

2982696 THE THREE SECRET TEA REIKI TAO TE QI: The Original Teachings of Master Huang Chen Hui. By Idris Lahore. Recognized for its support of self-healing and overall wellness, Reiki is now used in hospitals around the world. This guide covers the first, second, and third degree Reiki training courses and initiations as first taught by the Chen Yen masters of China. Also offers chapters on Reiki as a spiritual path, the ethical principles of Reiki, and Reiki’s relationship to ancestral healing. Illus. 214 pages. Healing Arts. 8½x10. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95
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Eastern Traditions and Practices
3821382 THE COMPLETE YOGA OF EMOTIONAL-SEXUAL LIFE. By Avatar Adi Da Samraj. Centered in the understanding that love breaks the heart, the emotional-sexual practices taught by the author show how to learn that how to love and effortless attachment is a spiritual practice. With 164 pages of Inner Traditions. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95

3821633 PRACTICAL YOGA: Restoring the Body, Mind & Spirit. By S. Zalmez & K. McCombe. Yoga is much more than a set of physical exercises. It is a comprehensive practice of self-awareness that addresses life’s distractions, and reconnecting with one’s inner self. This guide provides the asanas, mantras and meditations you need to start on your path. Illus. 88 pages. Mandala. Pub. at $9.95

3809811 15-MINUTE GENTLE YOGA TO DEPLETE TOXINS: Workouts for Energy, Balance, and Calm. By Louise Grime. You can fit exercise into your busy life with these gentle but effective yoga practices. Practice yoga for just 15 minutes regularly—anywhere, anywhere—using the clear step by step photographs paired with easy to follow instructions included in this guide. 112 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $19.00

2961059 COSMIC NUTRITION: The Taoist Approach to Health and Longevity. By M. Chi & W. Wei. The human body, like all phenomena in nature, possesses the inherent power of self-regeneration when the conditions of true health are present. In this delightful book, a Taoist Healer reveals the secret to true health and longevity: keeping all four bodies—physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual—vibrant and balanced. Color photos. 407 pages. Destiny. Paperback. Pub. at $8.50

2790351 PICTORIAL ATLAS OF ACUPUNCTURE. By Yu-Lin Lian et al. Provides beginners with an overview of the most important acupuncture points, and experienced practitioners will also welcome this book’s selection of acupuncture points, extending their knowledge. This resource features a sensitive balance between the most important indications and practical need of allumm. Fully illus. in color. 351 pages. Tuttle. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95

3751658 AWAKENING YOUR IKIGAI: How the Japanese Wake Up to Joy and Purpose Every Day. By Kenji Ikigai. This Japanese phenomenon commonly understood as “your reason to get up in the morning.” Introduces the five pillars of Ikigai that you must master for a life of joy and fulfillment. 210 pages. The Experiment. Pub. at $16.95

3720989 AYURVEDA FOR STRESS RELIEF. By John Douillard. Dr. Douillard shows you how to live your life in sync with nature’s cycles to reduce exhaustion, anxiety, depression and insomnia. Featuring a complete daily yoga workout and an easy to follow action plan to keep your life in perfect balance, this DVD is the perfect introduction to the joys of Ayurveda. 90 minutes. Gaia. Pub. at $19.95

3724198 WORKING WITH CHI: Practical Ways to Harness Healing Energy. By Madonna Gauding. Provides practical ways to harness chi, the vital life-force that runs through every living thing. When the flow of chi is in balance, it can reduce stress, focus concentration, build spiritual awareness, and improve physical health. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Gaiam. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

3806359 CURVY YOGA. By Anna Guest-Jelley. As the creator of a body affirming yoga philosophy that embraces personal preference and self-expression, the author has written an encouraging manual. Guest-Jelley shares how yoga can help you connect with your body and why accepting your body doesn’t mean giving up on it. She provides a series of simple tips and ideas to make yoga work for your body. Color photos. 224 pages. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95

3780368 MEDITATIONS ON INTENTION AND BEING. By Rolf Gates. In these short essays—one for every day of the year—Gates draws on twenty years of yoga teaching and meditation experience to help readers find a way out of their own minds. He considers their relationships with their minds, their bodies, and their world through the vehicle of self-reflection. Illus. 344 pages. Anchor. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00

3808330 YOGA FOR HEALTH: Arthritis. By Jenny Cornero. Widescreen. Yoga as a holistic therapy system acts on arthritis through simple but powerful movements that increase circulation in the joints while promoting the prevention and reduction of stiffness. 31 minutes. Drasmaspace. DVD. Pub. at $11.95


3809609 RISHI YOGA: Movement Meditation Practices of the Himalayan Sages. By Pierre Bonnasse. In this detailed guide, Bonnasse reveals the simple movement, breathing, and awareness techniques of the Rishi Yoga tradition, passed down through generations of yogis in the Himalayas, and how to show how to integrate Rishi Yoga into daily life for discovering and recognizing the Universal Self, or Pure Awareness. Illus. 135 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

3810224 YOGA FOR HEALTH: Constipation. Widescreen. Bowels need to move regularly, if not, one suffers from constipation. Exercising the abdomen organs through yoga poses will restore their function. 51 minutes. Kutir Films. Pub. at $17.95

381016X YOGA FOR HEALTH: Headaches. Fullscreen. In this program you will be guided through a routine of positions that will help you alleviate the tension and stress that come from headaches. At the end of the session, you will be left in a peaceful state of mind. 50 minutes. Kutir Films. Pub. at $24.95

3810135 YOGA FOR HEALTH: Depression. Fullscreen. Yoga has been proven to successfully treat states of mind such as depression and stress. The breathing and meditation techniques provided help calm your mind and relax your body into poses, leaving you with a sense of happiness and fulfillment. In this program, you will follow a routine that will help you achieve an experience that can be enjoyed daily. 56 minutes. Kutir Films. Pub. at $24.95

3164858 ONE SMALL STEP CAN CHANGE YOUR LIFE: The Kaizen Way. By Robert Maurer. Unleash the potent force of Kaizen the Japanese technique of achieving great and lasting success through small, steady steps. Whether the goal is as specific as getting more sleep or as broad as meeting the love of your life, kaizen works because it melts away resistance, one step at a time. Workman, f.c. Ebook. Pub. at $19.95

3729317 THE POWER OF BREATH AND HAND YOGA. By Chrissie Burke. The author shows how using only your breath and your hands, you can heal both physical and emotional conditions and improve your overall well being. Illus. in color. 144 pages. CICO Books. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95


3695891 EASY YOGA FOR ARTHRITIS: Yoga for the Rest of Us. Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $19.95


3695719 BACK CARE BASICS: Yoga for the Rest of Us. Fullscreen. WGBH. Pub. at $19.95


299620X A LITTLE BIT OF YOGA. By Megann Severson. 120 pages. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95


Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
**375576 THE BRUCE LEE WAY.** By Tim Baker. His story is distilled through a series of lessons that will lead you on the path of "what Lee called "universal values." Finding perfect balance between words and pictures, handwritten letters, sketches and more, this small volume offers a unique window into the mind of the master, as well as empowering examples of how to channel his methods into your own life. 148 pages. Media Lab Books. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**381469 ASK BABA YAGA: Otherworldly Advice for Everyday Troubles.** By Tasja Kittaiska. In Slavic fairy tales, the witch Baba Yaga provided guidance. In our contemporary world, what would her advice be like? In this book, forty-four of her most poignant, surreal, and humorous sayings, along with new questions and answers for those seeking her mystical advice, Illus. 141 pages. Amulet. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99

**377078 EAT. PLAY. LOVE: Life Lessons from My Dog Illus. by Emma Block. What’s not to love when every meal is a feast, every errand is an adventure, and every day you wake up to see your very favorite person? Here are 100 heartwarming life lessons from your four-legged friend to live by. Color illus. 254 pages. Picador. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00

**291881 CHANGE ALMOST ANYTHING IN 21 DAYS.** By Ruth Friel. Do you have a behavior you'd like to change but because of past failures are unable to take the first step? Friel will teach you practical solutions to solve your problems by creating your own motivating affirmations to achieve that inner peace you so long for. Illus. 190 pages. HCI Press. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**584270 COGNITIVE BEHAVIOURAL THERAPY: Your Toolkit to Modify Mood, Overcome Obstructions and Improve Your Life.** By E.I. Foreman & C. Pollard. Filled with activities and experiments to explore and challenge and a clear framework to encourage and direct you, this guide will help you recognize the thoughts and behaviors that hold you back, and will help you develop skills to think more positively, act more calmly and feel better about yourself. 220 pages. Icon. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

**380792 THE CROSSROADS OF SHOULD AND MUST: Find and Follow Your Passion.** By Elie Luna. Whether you are just starting out or starting over, the most life-affirming thing you can do is to honor the voice inside that says you have something special to give. Offers a series of doorways designed so that you can choose which way your journey will go. Illus. in color. 164 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**735316 IKIGAI & OTHER JAPANESE WORDS TO LIVE BY.** By Mari Fujimoto. Living in today's frenetic world, we often feel disconnected. We frequently catch ourselves worrying about so many things that we actually forget to live. This book will help you understand that the common denominator for happiness is Ikigai, and it will help you find your unique purpose. 80 pages. G&D Media. Paperback. Pub. at $4.95

**382369 CONSCIOUS CONFIDENCE: Use the Wisdom of Sanskrit to Find Clarity and Success.** By Haanel. 206 pages. Ixia. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95


**291759 THE MAGIC OF BELIEVING WITH STUDY GUIDE.** By Haanel. 206 pages. Ixia. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95


**675652 ALWAYS LOOK ON THE BRIGHT SIDE: Celebrating Each Day to the Fullest.** Compiled by Allen Klein. 190 pages. Vivă Editions. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95


**2893427 HEALING WITH PAST LIFe THERAPY: Transformational Journeys Through Time and Space.** By Lorraine Fathalhy. 251 pages. Findhorn. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95


**2936461 THIS IS NOT THE LIFE I ORDERED: 60 Ways to Keep Your Heart Alive Despite the Challenges of Aging.** By Gretchen McMillan. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**6891354 AN INVITATION TO DREAM: How Life’s Ordeals Can Lead to Personal & Spiritual Transformation.** By Frank Pascal. 318 pages. Rainbow Ridge. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

**582808X TEACH YOURSELF SECRETS OF HAPPY PEOPLE.** By Matt Avery. 242 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00


**2945592 REBOOT YOUR BRAIN.** By Gary Null. This study shows how memory loss, depression, anxiety, dementia, and other mental conditions can be reversed without drugs. Null describes each condition and prescribes the appropriate mix of diet, exercise, lifestyle modifications, and nutritional supplements to restore maximum mental health. 450 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

**37665X WHEN SOMEDAY YOU ARE DEPRESSED.** By EE. Riesen & X. Amador. Provides selective advice for parents of depression victims that recognize their own needs and express their feelings while providing the kind of support that is most helpful in recovery. Whether you’re the partner, parent, friend or child of someone who suffers from depression, this guide can be an invaluable companion in your journey back to health. 262 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

**3780589 TOTAL MEMORY WORKOUT.** By Cynthia R. Green. Green contends that memory lapses aren’t necessarily a sign of age—more often they are a sign of the times, as we are inundated with important information to remember, from PINs and cell phone numbers to children’s school schedules. Her eight-step program will improve your recall. 239 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

**3819585 BRAIN FOOD: The Surprising Science Behind What You Eat and Why It Affects Your Brain.** By Lisa Mosconi. A neuroscientist and integrative health nutritionist, explains why the dietary needs of the brain are different from those of other organs. Her innovative approach to cognitive health, especially for families caring for a loved one with memory, prevent cognitive decline, eliminate brain fog, and lift depression. 352 pages. Avery. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00

**2986007 THE WAKING DREAM: How to Remember & Interpret Your Dreams.** By Kala Ambrose. Remember your dreams, interpret what they’re telling you, and use them to get what you want with this easy-to-use guide. You’ll explore 100 dream symbols, find a different meaning for every kind, including recurring dreams, prophetic dreams, teaching dreams, lucid dreams, nightmares, daydreams and more. 224 pages. Conari Press. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95
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Caroline Foran. After suffering crippling panic attacks for years and
rehabilitation, Foran presents a solution to the reader that includes boundaries of therapy and practice, the author shows how psychodynamic experience can take you beyond self-transformation into collective transformation. This book will provide the guidance needed to face a new future, revealing spirit and matter in perfect balance. 338 pages. Inner Traditions. $15.95

**382024** THE ADDICTION SOLUTION: Turning Our Dependence on Other Drugs. By Lloyd I. Sederer. This is a practical guide to understanding the world of drug abuse, use, and treatment. This volume brings together scientific and technical knowledge, policy specifications, and case studies, paving a way toward recovery and health for families and communities suffering from addiction. 281 pages. Pocket Guide Press. $13.95

**3717682 THE INTELLIGENCE TRAP: Why Smart People Make Dumb Mistakes.** By David Robson. Explores cutting-edge ideas in our understanding of intelligence and information flow, "strategic ignorance, "meta-forgetfulness," and "functional stupidity." Robson reveals the surprising ways that even the brightest minds and most talented organizations can be held back by our advice to avoid mistakes. 226 pages. Norton. $27.95

**3819841 THE BOOK OF ICHIGO: CHIE: The Art of Making the Most of Every Moment, the Japanese Way.** By H. Gardner. Learn to make every moment a once in a lifetime experience with this definitive guide to the Japanese art of ichigo. 196 pages. Penguin. $22.00

**3739390 DOWNSIZING THE BLENDED HOME: When Two Households Become One.** By Mari Jameson. This thoughtful guide is an invaluable resource for merging two homes. It guides you toward fairly, sensitively, and beautifully blending two homes into one. Couples will gain a clear understanding of what matters and what doesn't to arrive at a harmonious blend. You can create a new home that supports your new life going forward with Jameson's help. 226 pages. Sterling. Paperbound. $16.95

**3784645 THE ZEN OF R-2D2: Ancient Wisdom for a Galaxy Far, Far Away.** By Matthew Bortolin. This illuminating romp unfolds in the form of a fictional dialogue between the author—a die-hard Star Wars devotee— and two cosplayers dressed as C-3PO and R-2D2 who insist on being called by their character names. Learn what they can teach us about peace, happiness and life's true meaning. 112 pages. Wisdom Publications. Paperbound. $16.95

**2986515 IF YOU ASK ME: Essential Advice from Eleanor Roosevelt.** Covering a wide variety of topics—everything from war, peace, and politics to love, marriage, religion, and popular culture—these pages contain something that readers of all ages will find valuable. 216 pages. Bryan & Company. $17.95

**2923004 DODGING ENERGY INJURY: 40 Simple Exercises and Recipes for Everyday.** By Santy Takyu Kuhn Shimu. Provides you with 40 simple and speedy ways to refuel your system, recover from the stresses of daily living, restore your natural energy flow, and bring your life back into balance in an accessible pocket guide. Fully illus. in color. 95 pages. Hay House. Paperbound. $15.99

**2918333 VALUES FROM THE FRONT PORCH: Remembering the Wisdom of Our Grandmothers.** By Jane Middelton-Moz. Uplifting and hopeful, this exploration of traditional grandmothers' knowledge provides lessons we can incorporate into our lives as a vehicle for creating stronger and more joyful families and communities. 220 pages. TarcherPerigee. Paperbound. $17.95

**2989072 BLAME: HOW TO BE BETTER AT (ALMOST) EVERYTHING.** By Pat Flynn. 226 pages. Avery. Paperbound. $18.99

**2984119 DRUNKS: An American History.** By Christopher M. Finan. Illus. 326 pages. Beacon. $29.95

**3736216 OUR GREAT PURPOSE: Adam Smith on Living a Better Life.** By Ryan Patrick Hanley. Describes Smith's vision of "the excellent and praiseworthy character," and draws on the philosopher's writings to show how each of us can go about developing one. Fully of invaluable insights on topics ranging from happiness and moderation to love and friendship, this guide enables readers to see Smith in an entirely new light. 277 pages. Princeton. $29.95

**2953773 THE GROWTH MINDSET EDGE: Your Guide to Developing Grit.** By Jackie Beere. 226 pages. Ulysses. Paperbound. $15.95

**2840928 THIS NAKED MIND: Control Alcohol.** By Annie Grace. 243 pages. Avery. Paperbound. $18.99

**3786354 SUCCESSFUL TIME MANAGEMENT: How to Be Organized, Productive and Get Things Done.** By Patrick Forsyth. 181 pages. Kogan Page. Paperbound. $12.95

**2936805 THE BULLET JOURNAL METHOD.** By Ryder Carrol. 310 pages. Portfolio. $21.95

**3788918 DRUNKS: An American History.** By Christian Blauvelt. Illus. in color. 346 pages. Dorling Kindersley. $24.95

Current titles are marked with a ★.
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